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Ewa Sufin-Jacquemart

Shale gas extraction is an excellent illustration of the dise-
ase of our time, which is the hegemony of supply-side eco-
nomics and the imperative of constant economic growth 
- we consume ever more and at ever faster rates, using 
more resources and creating ever more waste and pollu-

tion. For the extraction of shale gas requires growing num-
bers of drills to exploit profitably the whole deposit.

In a competitive free market economy, where there’s no 
long-term management of a valuable resource and where 
everything that is produced is marketed immediately, a rapid 
increase in the supply of gas leads to a decline of its price.  
The production of gas from each drill is high in the first 

year or two, and then rapidly decreases and remains at  
a low level for the rest of the process. Therefore, to maintain  
a high level of production and income, the new drills have 
to be made at an increasing rate which grows as the market 
prices of gas go down. The more drills there are, the more 
gas ends up in the market and therefore the lower the price, 
which in turn leads to more drills. 
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Honourable Prime Minister,

The draft special law on the prepa-
ration and implementation of in-
vestments into prospecting, explo-
ration, extraction and transport of 
hydrocarbons (the so-called “Spe-
cial Hydrocarbons Act”), which 
has been presented by the Mini-
ster of the State Treasury, will give 
special entitlements to extraction 
companies, exempting their activi-
ties related to the exploration and 
extraction of hydrocarbons (inclu-
ding unconventional forms such as 
shale gas and shale oil) from a huge 
part of the Polish regulations. The 
interests of extraction companies 
will trump the interests of the envi-
ronment and society.

According to the documents that 
support this piece of legislation, its 
direct beneficiaries include ca. 50 
entities that hold licences for the se-
arch of hydrocarbons. At the same 
time, the Ministry of the State Tre-
asury has admitted that the group 
of people who will suffer as a re-
sult of this new law (‘the owners of 
the land and the inhabitants of the 
areas affected by the investments’) 
is ‘difficult to assess’.

This special law will grant full po-
wer to the government and its regio-
nal governors (voivods), at the same 
time stripping citizens, local govern-
ments and even other public autho-
rities of their voice and power. This 
law violates the rights of landow-

ners and  the rules of environmental 
conservation, is an assault on public 
forests and gives investors the right 
to use public surface water for free.

If this project becomes law, it will be 
possible to drill for hydrocarbons al-
most everywhere. The procedures 
will be simplified; therefore environ-
mental impact assessments will de 
facto cease to be a part of them. Pu-
blic consultations will disappear, and 
environmental organizations will 
lose the ability to participate in the 
administrative process. The Minister 
of Health will lose the right to stop 
exploitation near health resorts, the 
directors of national parks – on their 
territories. The same goes for public 
forests and sites of important histo-

rical heritage. The decision taken by 
one person – the voivod – will clash 
with the rules of democracy and will 
also create space for corruption, con-
flicts of interests and abuse of power.

If the law is adopted in its current 
form, this will be a stark violation 
of basic civil rights and the rules of 
democracy, enshrined in the Polish 
constitution, the EU legislation and 
international law, including the Aar-
hus Convention on Access to Infor-
mation, Public Participation in Deci-
sion-making and Access to Justice in 
Environmental Matters.

We would also like to emphasi-
ze that the proposed piece of le-
gislation makes no distinction  

between unconventional hydrocar-
bons, extracted using the contro-
versial fracking technology, and co-
nventional ones. It comes at a time 
when hundreds of scientific papers 
have demonstrated the dangers 
that the extraction of unconventio-
nal hydrocarbons creates for the 
environment, water, the climate 
and public health. New York State, 
after investigating these works, de-
cided to replace its moratorium on 
fracking with a permanent ban.

Taking all of these issues under con-
sideration we call on you as the Pri-
me Minister to rethink this law and 
stop these harmful, extremely dan-
gerous and undemocratic proposals.

The letter comes with a detailed justifi-
cation of the arguments put forward in 
it. It already has been signed by several 
NGOs. We would like new NGOs, so-
cial and ecological initiatives, local go-
vernments and political parties to add 
themselves to the list of signatures. It 
can be done by sending an e-mail to fun-
dacja@strefazieleni.org

Letter from non-governmental Organizations  
to Ewa kopacz, the Prime Minister of Poland
The Special Hydrocarbons Act: An unprecedented threat to democrac y, the environment and local communities
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Barbara Jarmoska

There is a threat at my do-
orstep that causes me to 
fluctuate between cowe-

ring in fear, basking in denial and scre-
aming in outrage.  I don’t know how to 
do battle with so formidable an enemy. 
What great irony, as for 32 years, I enjoy-
ed a career as a messenger of good he-
alth and well-being.  (www.road-2-he-
alth.com)

These days, I am spending hours plan-
ning how I might gather my family, pull 
up stakes and find a new homeland. We 
are no longer safe here. The gas indu-
stry has arrived and staked its claim to 
thousands of acres of Penns Woods. The 
DEP has permitted multiple gas wells 
on the Loyalsock State Forest that sur-
rounds my property. The Susquehanna 
River Basin Commission (SRBC) grants 
consumptive use permits to withdraw 
millions of gallons of water from the wa-
tershed that includes the creek that runs 
past my front yard.

For decades, the only access road to this 
remote, beautiful and wildlife-rich area 
was Butternut Grove - a narrow, „no 
outlet” road that goes past my drive-
way and used to dead end at a hiking 
trail in the Loyalsock State Forest. Most 
days, not a single car drove by during 
my 2-mile walk along this road. The 

dog trotted off-leash beside me, and ne-
ighbors who did drive by would slow 
down and wave, or stop to chat as co-
untry folks are apt to do.  The Loyal-
sock Creek is just over the bank – a sto-
ne’s throw from the road. I could ride 
my horse up the mountain, to the place 
where the one-lane road became Dad-
-Dad Chapman trail on state forestland. 
That trail is now gone, gated off, and po-
sted with trespass warnings. Chainsaws 
and gravel-carrying dump trucks have 
changed the narrow trail into a wide 
gravel road through the forest and onto 
two well pads built nearly side-by-side. 
Many trees were sacrificed to build that 
road, the once loved trail on land that is 
called “common wealth” is now gated 
and posted and no longer welcoming to 
hunters, hikers, mountain bikers, cross 
country skiers, and trail riders. My da-
ily walks and frequent horseback rides, 
as well as other simple acts of country, 
creek side life have come to an end. 

The lives of all Butternut Grove resi-
dents have forever changed at the hands 
of the corporation claiming the right to 
send its trucks up the road, to foul the 
air with diesel fumes, to generate noise, 
to disturb the ecosystem on the moun-
tain, to haul truckloads of toxic fracking 
chemicals up and millions of gallons 
of toxic “produced” water back down.  
We no longer feel safe enjoying  the 
Loyalsock – a beautiful creek that be-
gins in Sullivan County and travels 64 

miles on its way to the West Branch of 
the Susquehanna River. For years, this 
Exceptional Value stream has provided 
recreation for hundreds of fishermen, 
kayakers, inner-tubers, swimmers and 
summer-cabin dwellers – offering water 
that dances and glimmers and supports 
abundant fish, amphibian, bird and wil-
dlife - water they now mix with toxic 
chemicals and force at great pressure 
into the Marcellus shale.   

My grandfather bought these 20 acres 
with their mile-long creek frontage 
in 1933. The memories my family has 
made here are priceless and my grand-
children would have been the 5th gene-
ration to run in the meadow, swim in 
the creek, ride and hike in the nearby 
woods. In our increasingly transient so-

ciety, roots this deep are precious and 
rare. And yet – my son and his family 
recently moved 300 miles away,  north 
of Brattleboro Vermont, far from family,  
but off the shale,  seeking a safer place 
to raise  children.  Those of us who re-
main talk of also abandoning our herita-
ge and leaving the area. 

The industry has been carefully mapping 
out its strategy for years, repealing state 
and federal laws that would have protec-
ted us. The gas rush is here, and the spe-
cial place we once called home has beco-
me the Marcellus Sacrifice Zone. 

Barbara Jarmoska is an activist of Re-
sponsible Drilling Alliance, citizens’ or-
ganization in Pennsylvania.

Brook Lenker

FracTracker was laun-
ched in June 2010 as a 
project of the University 

of Pittsburgh’s Center for Healthy Envi-
ronments and Communities. The initial 
geographic focus of the project was Pen-
nsylvania and the northeastern US due 
to growing natural gas extraction in the 
Marcellus Shale. In 2012, new structural 
options were considered for FracTracker 
and that summer, a new independent 
501(c)3 non-profit organization was for-
med—the FracTracker Alliance. 

Every day the FracTracker Alliance sha-
res maps, data, and analyses to enlighten 
America and the world about the impacts 
of unconventional energy extraction. The 
organization is based in Pennsylvania 
but has staff present in NY, OH, WV, and 
CA. Their website covers oil and gas ac-
tivity in over 30 U.S. states, national data 
trends and issues as well as internatio-
nal considerations. The website encoun-
ters over 450,000 page views and nearly 
150,000 unique visitors annually. 

Their work pays dividends: a website 
visitor discovers drilling nearby; a le-
gislator learns about the industry’s rate 
of water consumption; data are synthe-
sized for an organization making poli-
cy recommendations; students discover 
the true footprint of fracking. Day by 

day, they help inform a more positive 
energy future.

Their work – and the work of many other 
organizations - has documented wide-
spread impacts from the oil and gas indu-
stry wherever it operates. In Pennsylva-
nia, hundreds of cases of well water being 
compromised from methane migration or 
other contaminants. Across the U.S., seve-
ral studies have shown health problems 
associated with exposure to air pollutants 
at drilling sites. Well pad construction, pi-
peline installation, and sand mining (for 
frac sand) have resulted in the destruction 
of thousands of acres of forest and wildli-
fe habitat. Communities suffer from he-
avy truck traffic and the associated pro-
blems:  increased accidents, road damage, 
and diesel emissions. 

While promoted as a bridge or transi-
tion fuel, the climate risks from natural 
gas development are perhaps the ultima-
te impact. Methane escaping into the at-
mosphere is a potent greenhouse gas and 
the immense volume of oil, natural gas, 
and other hydrocarbons cumulatively 
produced from the fracking boom may 
perpetuate global dependence on these 
fuels and reduce investments in rene-
wable energy. The supposed bridge may 
lead nowhere. 

FracTracker has been documenting the 
grassroots energy that is questioning 
the rush to drill. In New York, they have 
mapped 86 local movements against dril-

ling, 96 moratoriums that have passed, 
but not yet gone to full bans, and 85 bans 
in place. Those maps were referenced by 
New York’s DEC Commissioner at a re-
cent press conference where New York 
Governor Andrew Cuomo announced a 
statewide ban on high-volume hydraulic 
fracturing. But even in New York, victory 
may only be temporary. Activists there 
are addressing large pipeline proposals 
and even a plan to store compressed na-
tural gas in abandoned salt caverns bene-
ath one of the famed Finger Lakes. Until 
the planet gets a respite from warming, 
communities liberated from threats to air 
and water, and nature conserved more 
than marred, FracTracker – and its many 
partners – have endless work to do.

The FracTracker Alliance is thinking 
boldly: exploring new topics, investiga-
ting local concerns, building more part-
nerships, encouraging citizen science 
(in part, through a mobile app), invi-
gorating social media and communica-
tion tools, and reaching out to audien-
ces near and far. In fact, they’ll be taking 
their findings on the road in 2015 – with 
workshops planned in Florida, North 
Carolina, Argentina, United Kingdom, 
Belgium, Hungary, and Poland (yes, Po-
land!). Details of the Polish workshops 
are currently being planned. In the me-
antime, FracTracker encourages Polish 
audiences to visit their maps and other 
resources and share questions, photos, 
and data – anything that will contribu-
te to a better understanding of these im-
portant issues and help FracTracker be a 
continuing resource for good. 

Brook Lenker is the Executive Director 
of the FracTracker Alliance and previo-
usly served as the Manager of Educa-
tion and Outreach for the Pennsylvania 
Department of Conservation and Natu-
ral Resources and as the Watershed Ste-
wardship Director for the Alliance for 
the Chesapeake Bay. He holds MA and 
BS degrees in geography from Towson 
University.

The threat at my doorstep

FrakTracker: a resource for good
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Barbara Siegieńczuk and Ewa 
Sufin-Jacquemart share stories 
from their trip to Pennsylvania.

Żurawlów – a small village 
in the Zamojszczyzna region  
– is known for its 400-day-long, 
succesful protest of local far-
mers against plans of the Ame-
rican company Chevron, rela-
ted to shale gas extraction. It 
was the longest anti-fracking 
protest in the world, ever. One 
of its active participants, Bar-
bara Siegieńczuk, was invited 
by the Warsaw and Washington 
offices of the Heinrich Böll Fo-
undation to the US, where the 
shale gas Eldorado transfor-
med the economy, but the costs 
of this boom are getting more 
and more controvesial. Ewa 
Sufin-Jacquemart, a green ac-
tivist, accompanied her on the 
journey. 

Ewa Sufin-Jacquemart: We have 
just returned from the study trip to 
the US, where we got lots of infor-
mation about the shale gas boom, 
especially visible in the places we 
have been to: in Pennsylvania, whe-
re the extraction of the Marcellus 
Shale has been taking place for al-
most 10 years, and in the New York 
state, where local inhabitants are 
succesfully opposing the invasion 
of the fracking industry. What sur-
pised you the most during this trip?

Barbara Siegieńczuk: I was amazed 
to see some of the infrastructure so 
close to houses. It is possible in Pen-
nsylvania. If the ground close to so-
meone’s house has been leased by 
the neighbours, the owners of such  
a house have nothing to say. The 
companies can be very persuasi-
ve and even manipulate people to 
achieve their goals, which leads to 
huge conflicts between the neighbo-
urs. Communities, and even fami-
lies, got divided this way. I did not 
know that such practices happen in 
a democratic country. As one of the 
inhabitants of Dryden, NY said to 
us: „Democracy in the US was kil-
led in the last six years”. Dryden is 
the first community in the US whe-
re a court’s decision, confirming the 
right of the local authorities to for-
bid bore-holing for fracking on its 
area, has been validated. It is a huge, 
unprecedented victory for the local 
community, which could overcome  
internal divisions and put pressure 
on the local authorities.

E. S.-J.: And how did you like the 
so-called ‘pads’ – squares with bo-
re-holes in the woods near Wil-
liamsport, which were shown to us 
by the organisers?

B. S.: It was a depressing site to see. 
Millions of trees were cut down in 
the beautiful state woods, that were 
once full of animals and birds, ro-
ads were built with gas and water 
piplines dug along them. Pipes and 
hatches come out of the ground, sur-
rounded by coloured hurdles. Ero-
sion of the ground is supposed to 
be stopped by some rolls made of 
waterproof fabrics. Every few kilo-
meters you can see an entrance to 
the huge production pads or spa-
ces for gas compression or water 
storage. On the information signs 
of each pad you can read ie. about 
how much water the service compa-
ny is allowed to use for bore-holes 
– the allowances ranged from 1.8 to 
3.5 million gallons per day (1 gallon 
= ca. 3.7 litres). Security documents 
were in an open chest which conta-
ined maps and technical details of 
the chemicals available on the pad. 
I was surprised that these structures 
were neither fenced nor guarded. 
Anyone can enter. That can end in 
a catastrophe. In Poland we see a 
problem from the other side of the 
spectrum. Chevron did not have a 
licence to drill in Żurawlów – just 
for seismic research – when it wan-
ted to erect a fence. That is when our 
protest started. 

E. S.-J.: I was also shocked by the si-
ght of the large scale devastation of 
nature – even in places full of pro-
tected species, such as bears or rare 
birds that need peace and quiet. Let 
us not forget that people live there, 
too – in the lower parts of these wo-
od-covered hills. You even found a 
woman that has the same name as 
you over there – don’t you think 
you have a lot in common? 

B. S.: Yes, meeting Barbara was in-
credible. Barbara, just like myself, 
decided to move from the city to the 
countryside. She loves nature, peace 
and quiet. She lives in a beautiful 
place – a small settlement of eight 
houses, that are situated in the fo-
rest, close to the creek. She showed 
us photos and told the story from 
four years ago, when, for half a year, 
huge tank trucks drove down their 
small road to the shale gas extrac-
tion sites situated in the wood-cove-
red hills above their homes. It was 

possible because one of the neighbo-
urs allowed for the widening of the 
curve of the road, which consumed 
part of her house – just for 1,000 dol-
lars. Thanks to her greed and lack 
of knowledge, all of them suffered 
from noise and dust day and night 
for six months.

The arrogance and impudence of 
the company was the same as any-
where else. On Barbara’s land, clo-
se to the windows of her house, the 
company decided to put a porta-
ble toilet for a woman that was di-
recting the trucks all day. Millions 
of trees cut on the hills, along with 
wide clearings gas and water pipe-
lines that look like ski slopes created 
conditions for landslides. In 2011 
they had a huge flood that comple-
tely devastated Barbara’s house and 
paddocks. All of this made her acti-
ve in a local citizens’ organisation fi-
ghting against the expansion of the 
shale gas industry in Pennsylvania.

E. S.-J.: Barbara told us about their 
work, we were also present at one 
of the meetings of their board. We 
have seen how competent and ac-
tive people are participating in the 
organisation. Have you seen any si-
milarities between them and your 
’Zielony Żurawlów” association?

B. S.: The difference is that Respon-
sible Drilling Alliance groups pe-
ople from different backgrounds 
and living in different places, so the-
ir work is not focused on any par-
ticular place. But there are a lot of 
similarities. Both them and us fight 
for the right of local communities to 
be heard, we lobby for better legisla-
tion. We also have the same methods 
– we gather and share knowledge, 
participate in legal proceedings, lo-
cal meetings, conferences, seminars 
and public hearings.

Our main medium is the Internet. 
We also went to the meetings of the 
Agriculture Comittee of the Polish 
Parliament and to the European Par-
liament. Right now we are also lear-
ning how to use renewable sources 
of energy and will be promoting 
them and their development. We tal-
ked about it with activists from Dry-
den. I have heard that renewables 
are developing fast in the United Sta-
tes – especially solar energy. It is the 
citizens who fight for their develop-
ment, as the huge energy companies 
still cling on to the profits from fossil 
fuels – just as in Poland. 

Have you noticed another simi-
lar problem as in Poland – that the 
main investor is using various sub-
contractors and the responsibility 
therefore becomes blurred?

E. S.-J.: It was by accident that we 
had a chat with an owner of a small 
company that does drilling for the 
extraction companies. The dril-
ling place that we visited was si-
tuated in the heart of a beautiful 
state forest. His company drills 
for the state-owned PGE – Penn-
sylvania General Energy. The re-
ady-for-use cement is supplied to 
them by Halliburton – a company 
that also drills on its own. PGE la-
ter uses this shale gas deposit. I do 
not know who will be responsible 
if issues such as water and soil po-
isoning or methane leakage will 
arise in a few years time. There is 
a possibility that one company will 
blame the other and no one will be 
called to account. That was the case 
with the extraction of coal in re-
gions of Pennsylvania. Even today 
state and local authorities have not 
cleaned up the mess that the extra-
cion companies made.

B. S.: The meeting with Prof. Antho-
ny Ingraffea at Cornell University 
(Ithaca, NY) was really impressive 
for me. What do you think about it?

E. S.-J.: That was a very important 
meeting for me, too. He knows sha-
le gas extraction technologies very 
well, because he participated in its 
development, and has been resear-
ching their consequences for years. 
He has broad knowledge, but also 
thinks about the future of the planet 
and the human race, the faith of the 
future generations and not just abo-
ut present-day economic growth. 
He told us three important things:

First, we have to watch out, becau-
se people, when discussing the con-
sequences of fracking, think about 
the whole proces of shale gas extrac-
tion and distribution – consequen-
ces of thousands of bore-holes and 
building of the whole infrastructure 
needed for the transport of the gas. 
The extractive industry denies the 
charges, limiting itself to talking just 
about the fracking operation. The 
same is in Poland, so that is impor-
tant advice.

Second – the argument that un-
der good regulations the industry 
can have low harm for people and 

the environment is invalid. Practice 
proves that there are no such regu-
lations and no ways of puting them 
to practice that can guarantee ecolo-
gical safety and social profits even in 
the short term – not to mention the 
long one.

Finaly – the most important part of 
the professor’s speech in my opi-
nion – the technology currently 
used is highly inefficient, as it allows 
to extract just 5 to 10% of the gas or 
oil hidden in the shale. Once explo-
ited, a deposit cannot be reused. Un-
conventional hydrocarbons are the 
last generation of fossil fuels known 
to humankind. Burning them for 
heating or electric energy genera-
tion is irresponsible, as it accelera-
tes climate change that is a threat to 
life on Earth – and we can use ener-
gy from wind or the Sun. Fossil fu-
els should be treated as a resources 
of the highest importance and used 
just to produce necessary materials 
and substances that we can not pro-
duce without them, such as medi-
cines, fertilizers or some important 
composites. The resources poured 
into extracting oil and gas from sha-
le should be redirected for research 
and development of methods of sa-
ving energy and renewables.

And what about shale gas in Po-
land? Maybe there is some hope for 
us if American companies, that are 
recording losses thanks to low co-
sts of gas on their market, are alre-
ady thinking about liquefying it and 
exporting it to Europe where it is 
more expensive?

B. S.: Until the trip to the US I had 
such hope myself. But I met the lo-
cal inhabitants that shared their suf-
fering with me: an agricultural, to-
urist region with lively nature near 
Wiliamsport has been transformed 
into a mining, industrial region with 
lots of noise, pollution, workers li-
ving in barracks, growing problems 
with prostitution, drugs, hard and 
dangerous work related to drilling, 
conflicts in the local community, de-
vastated democracy, arrogant com-
panies, corrupting the local authori-
ties. Building our energy security on 
such pillars is unethical. Well, what 
sort of security is it – we change de-
pendence on Russia for dependence 
on the US. It seems rational today, 
but we may regret it tomorrow. We 
can have a true independence – also a 
local one – if we learn to save energy 
and use what we have close to us to 
produce energy. Sun, wind, thermal 
heat from the ground or biomass in 
the countryside, which is produced 
by the farmers with so much effort, 
that they have to sell cheaply today.

Barbara Siegieńczuk – chair of 
the Zielony Żurawlów associta-
tion. Since 2012 she has been ac-
tively involved against the plans 
for shale gas search and extrac-
tion in the Grabowiec commu-
ne, pursued by Chevron. In 2013 
the inhabitants created the Zielo-
ny Żurawlów (Green Żurawlów) 
associtation to protect water, soil 
and nature of the region against 
the expansion of the fossil fuel 
corporations using fracking tech-
nology for shale gas extraction.

Ewa Sufin-Jacquemart – Director 
of Fundacja Strefa Zieleni (Gre-
en Zone Foundation) and an ac-
tivist of the Green Party. Acti-
vely engaged in issues related 
to energy and climate policies, 
especially regarding shale gas 
and activiteies aimed at energy 
transition in Poland.

This text in an abridged version of the 
interview published in the „Dzikie Ży-
cie” (‘Wild Life’) magazine 12-1/2014-
2015. We thank the editorial board of the 
magazine for allowing us to reprint this 
material. Photo: Andrzej Bąk

From Pennsylvania to Żurawlow  
– People and Shale
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Paulina Lota

A visit, in which 
we could partici-
pate thanks to the 
Heinrich Boell Fo-

undation, started in Washington. 

Ana Unruh Cohen – director for 
energy and climate in the office of 
senator Ed Markey, introduced us 
to the legal and political backgro-
und of the shale gas issue. There 
is a complete lack of debate rela-
ted to ecological threads (such as 
water pollution) in Congress. Due 
to resistance to fracking from the 
local communities and the lobby-
ing of the extractive industry, the 
situation is very tense. There are 
no coherent policies, just a few 
recommendations. Initially there 
was little that the federal govern-
ment could do in terms of regu-
lation, because most exploration 
was done on private land.

 Each state of the US has its own 
regulations regarding fracking 
– ie. in Wyoming there is an ob-
ligation to inform about the in-
gredients of the liquid used for 
fracking, while there is no such 
rule in Texas.

The extractive industry  
is powerful. 
The companies argue that there 
are no risks to the environment, 
but in many places there have 
been cases of water and soil con-
tamination and a lack of drinking 
water for local communities. Pro-
blems with depressing ground, 
earthquakes and the large amo-
unts of post-extraction waste and 
their utilisation also arose.

But it is the economic factor that 
prevails – the cost of gas in the US 
is really low now. There is also the 
issue of exporting liquefied natu-
ral gas to Europe or China – the 
first LNG export terminal on the 
East Coast will be ready in 2017. 
Sen. Markey is fighting in Con-
gress to limit U.S. oil and gas 
exports abroad , as the costs of 
export will be passed over to the 
local communities – these costs 
of cheaper gas for Europe include 
polluted water, contaminated air 
and health hazards. The compa-
nies extracting shale gas are stron-
gly lobbying for these changes.

All hope that other countries will 
learn from the experience of the 
United States - it is drinking wa-
ter that is our top priority.

Kate De Angelis, a climate and 
energy activist from Friends of 
the Earth, argued that Sen. Mar-
key fights with LNG exports for 
economic, not environmental re-
asons – he would like to keep the 
cheap gas for the US.  Her orga-
nisation focuses on the negative 
effect of shale gas extraction on 
climate change, which she says 
sadly has no broader appeal in the 
public. The methane emissions 
during the extraction and liquifi-
cation are huge, as the report of 
Robert Howard from the Cornell 
University states. Shale gas is che-
aper than other sources of energy, 

but external costs are not added 
to the equation – costs such as cle-
aning of the water, getting rid of 
pollution, healing people etc.

The director of the Energy Secu-
rity Initiative of The Brookings 
Institution (one of the most influ-
ential think-tanks in the world, 
Charles Ebinger, started with say-
ing that the situation of Poland in 
terms of energy is a catastrophe. 
Shale gas has revolutionised the 
energy situation in the US. 28% 
of the generated energy derives 
from this source and there are 
ways to increase it to 39%. Gas 
extraction makes room for deve-
lopment of rail and small, inde-
pendent oil companies focusing 
on its extraction. 

It is supposed to be the best alter-
native to coal – cheap and safe. 
85% of the water used for fracking 
is being recycled, and the usage of 
sand is not considered as a pro-
blem because the country has its 
deserts and its transport creates 
good opportunities for develop-
ment of various branches of in-
dustry. A lot of states are having 
a good economic time thanks to 
fracking (Pennsylvania being an 
example), poor farmers are now 
millionaires and the environmen-
tal standards are still the highest 
possible. Ebinger believes that 
turning away from shale gas and 
nuclear as energy sources is out 
of the question, and we in Poland 
should invest in drilling and frac-
king as much as possible, in or-
der to use this source of energy as 
much as we can.

Another perspective on this indu-
stry was put forward to us by the 
members of  NGOs, like the Frac-
Tracker Alliance – a grouping of 
activists from all over the US, com-
prised of both scientists and ordi-
nary citizens. Their research and 
analysis of the impact of fracking 
on the environment, health and re-
gulations is really impressive.

Brook Lenker, Gwen Lehman, 
Paul Zeph, and John Nerbook 
told us about the huge scale of 
activities of the industry, mas-
sive amounts of bore-holes and 
cases of their leakage, pollution 
of ground water, breaking of re-
gulations, emissions of methane 
and other harmful substances not 
only from drilling, but also com-
pressors’ sites, pools for fracking 
liquid and pipelines. Out of 1082 
drills that have been made since 
early 2014, in 30% there have been 
some violations. An important is-
sue is related to huge amounts of 
water used in the process  as well 
as to the waste that is being cre-
ated in the process that can be 
both in liquid and solid state, and 
some is even radioactive. There 
also have been incidents such as 
leakages, fires and explosions. All 
of this happens on private lands, 
where decisions on shale gas dril-
ling are being made by individu-
als, but also on State Forest land.

We have also met with Kurt Klap-
kowski (Director Bureau of Oil & 
Gas Planning and Program Ma-
nagement, Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection) and Dan 

Devlin (State Forester, Bureau of 
Forestry, Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Conservation & Natural 
Resources) in the State Depart-
ment of Environmental Protec-
tion, Conservation & Natural Re-
sources. They assured us that the 
issue of negative effects of shale 
gas exploitation on nature is not 
a problem as Pennsylvania has 
the best regulations, highest stan-
dards, efficient controls that make 
any breaking of the law impos-
sible, the waste goes to special 
dumps and the level of recycling 
of the water used in the fracking 
processes is at 90%.

The problem is that on 
such a huge amount of 
drilling sites there are just 
87 inspectors…
We heard the same story in the 
Pennsylvania State House. Gas is 
cheaper and better for the envi-
ronment than oil and coal, the 
owners of land are making money 
out of lending it to the extraction 
companies and new jobs are be-
ing created. Sadly the state itself 
does not have much revenue as 
the level of taxation is low – just 
5% of profits from the production 
go to the state coffers, because go-
verning  Republicans have no in-
terest in raising the state taxes, as 
they often are also owners of land 
and extraction companies.

We could see for ourselves how 
the situation looks during two 
days in the woods of Pennsylva-
nia and during the meetings with 
local activists. For me it was defi-
nitely the most interesting part of 
our visit to the US.

Ralph Kisberg and Barbara Jar-
moska, working with the Respon-
sible Drilling Alliance, showed 
us how the exploitation of this 
“clean” and “safe” resource looks 
in real life. The extraction sites are 
all over the place, even in protec-
ted areas such as parks or rese-
rves. Pads erected for drilling and 
the infrastructure connected with 
the process are really close to each 
other. Thousands of trees are be-
ing cut to make place for them – 
the same goes for leveling of the 
hills and bringing rocks from the 
mines situated in other states to 
harden the ground. 

The whole building process takes 
months, which means movement 
of thousands of trucks for 24/7, a 
non-stop illumination of the ter-
rain by very strong halogens and 
lots of noise. When the extraction 
starts, not much changes for the 
better. Although trucks disappe-
ar, gas pipelines are being built, 
which means cutting hundreds 
of thousand trees, causing irrepa-
rable damages in the ecosystem,  
uncontrollable soil erosion and 
floods, getting more and more 
dangerous each year. The costs 
are borne by not only nature, but 
also the local communities and 
the state itself – public money is 
being poured into the rebuilding 
of roads, bridges and buildings. 

Biologists think that we will obse-
rve no life in the creeks and rivers 

in the area in just three-four years 
time, and that the fight with the 
toxic materials coming to them 
from the bore-holes will be lost. 
Sedimentation filters that were 
supposed to stop the pollution co-
ming from upstream look just like 
stockings, filled with an unknown 
substance. If they don’t stop the 
threat, it may mean the end of the 
whole Chesapeake Bay, to which 
the streams flow.

It is not only nature that chan-
ged. Pennsylvania was a state in 
which people lived out of tourism 
and agriculture. In just four years 
everything changed – tourists di-
sappeared and farming collapsed. 
Right now these are mining and 
industrial regions (let us remem-
ber that shale gas exploitation is 
not just limited to drilling – new 
companies emerge, offering pipes 
and chemistry for the fracking li-
quid, huge depots of trucks and 
heavy equipment etc.)

Local culture and lifestyle com-
pletely collapsed. The workers of 
the extractive industry come ma-
inly from other states – these are 
2 thousand men that are far away 
from their families. Their arrival 
to a previously calm neighbour-
hood resulted in the expansion of 
the prostitution, night clubs, cri-
me and drug trade. An epidemic 
of heroin addiction on a large sca-
le broke out – in a small town of 
Williamsport it resulted in 14 de-
aths by overdose last year alone.

“It’s like a tsunami”, 
Barbara said to us. 
I think it is the best definition of 
the shale gas boom.

The daily existence of the inhabi-
tants became a nightmare. They 
often invested the work of their 
whole life (or even a few genera-
tions!) in buying houses in what 
earlier was a beautiful region, 
while most of the owners of the 
neighbouring land that they lend 
for extraction live in cities or even 
other states. For them it is highly 
beneficial, as after assessing the 
potential of the Marcellus Shale 
the prices of land went over the 

roof, while the prices of housing 
in the region plummeted. Even 
if someone would be interested 
in buying them up, the banks do 
not want to give credit for such a 
transaction.

But the local inhabitants do not 
give up. Jenny from the Responsi-
ble Drilling Alliance succeeded in 
banning drilling in the park whe-
re she lives. 7 days before getting 
permission for drilling there was 
a big protest and 4 thousand si-
gnatures were gathered. The per-
mission was not given to the com-
pany. Next year drilling will start 
just near the forest – close, but not 
in the park itself. The problem is 
that horizontal fracking will be 
going in that direction…

One of the problems is the attitu-
de of local politicians – most of 
them are now millionaires thanks 
to the Marcellus Shale. Corrup-
tion is on the rise.

On February 13th 2012 Pennsy-
lvanian authorities voted for the 
so-called ACT 13 – regulations 
regarding shale gas extraction in 
the state. 7 cities decided to qu-
estion these rules, stating that 
“fracking, waste pools and pi-
pelines must be allowed in each 
zone of the binding spatial plan 
– including housing sites – if buf-
fer zones will be maintained”. Ci-
tizens and local communities de-
cided to appeal the laws which 
forbid the doctors from telling 
patients about the influence of 
the chemicals used in the frac-
king process on their health.

The Supreme Court of Pennsy-
lvania ruled that some of the key 
parts of ACT 13, that were fun-
damentally incompatible with 
the wishes of the citizens of the 
state were also inconsistent with 
the constitution of Pennsylva-
nia and the Environmental Ri-
ghts Amendment that guarantees 
them “the right to clean air, clean 
water and the preservation of na-
tural, spatial, historical and esthe-
tic values of the natural environ-
ment”. This paves the way for a 
successful fight against fracking 
with local legislation. 

a country
Bleeding with gas

Photo: Flickr by CREDO-Cuomo Policy Summit 8/22/2012
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This may even result one 
day in a ban.
Right now first a moratorium 
and finally a ban was decided 
in the state of New York. It is a 
huge success of activists. We had 
an honour of hearing their first 
hand experience. In Ithaca we 
have met Karen Edelstein and 
Joseph Wetmore, Sara Hess and 
her husband Jeff Furman, Irene 
Weiser, Stefan Senders. In Sene-
ca Lake it was Joseph Campbell, 
Lou Damiani and a local jour-
nalist Peter Mantius that talked 
to us, while at the Cornell Uni-
versity we have met some very 
brave women that succeeded in 
having a ban on fracking in the 
town of Dryden – Ellen Harri-
son, Joanne Cipolla – Dennis 
and Marie McRae. They all told 
us stories about an unequal yet 
successful fight for protecting 
nature, public health and their 
quality of life.

The activists from this state have 
support from scientists from the 
local science institutions. Profes-
sor Anthony Ingraffea is the co-
-author of the “Cornell Study” – 
the first one showing that shale 
gas is dirtier than coal in the who-
le production process. 

Professor Ingraffea  explained to 
us why he thinks that there sho-
uld be a global moratorium on 
shale gas. Unconventional hy-
drocarbons are the last genera-
tion of fossil fuels on Earth – if 
we burn them up future genera-
tions will be left without them. 
The method of its extraction is hi-
ghly invasive on nature and can 
result in polluting water and soil. 
It also means creating so much 
waste that their recycling will not 
be possible – yet the effect on cli-
mate change will be so huge that 
it may even lead to the end of ci-
vilization.

“It is just not worth it – the ef-
fect on the climate, environment 
and human health is so drastic 
that we have no time left for di-
scussion. Each dollar spent on 
this technology is a dollar less 
for renewable sources of energy”  
– Ingraffea said. 

“Fracking for oil and gas is 
suicide!”
A possibility to see for our eyes 
how pads with bore-holes look 
like, what changes does this pro-
cess make ie. in the countryside, 
how do life conditions change 
in the regions where extraction 
starts – all of this is knowledge 
and experience that is priceless. 
It also gave us arguments for 
talks with decision makers and 
the extraction companies in Po-
land that often point  to the US 
as an argument for searching for 
and exploiting of wshale gas. 
They also like to show how in-
experienced we are and how 
much we do not know on the 
subject. “Have you been to Ame-
rica? No? That is the point! ‘Ga-
sland’ lies, you need to see it on 
your own eyes to understand it” 
– they say.

We have seen it. Now we 
understand.
This text is an abridged version of 
the article from the webside of the 
campaign, “Citizens control”, con-
ducted by the Institute of Civil Affa-
irs, INSPRO.

Paulina Lota is an expert of advo-
cacy in INSPRO, for the project  
“Citizens control – guardians of 
good energy”

Dr Sandra 
Steingraber 

Fragment of remarks from 
Sandra Steingraber’s, Ph.D. 
speech at the post-rally victory 
party in Hilton Hotel in Albany, 
reposted with permission from 
EcoWatch.com.
In 2008 when our moratorium 
was first declared, the state of 
knowledge about the risks and 
harms of fracking was rudi-
mentary. The science on frac-
king was a vast pool of igno-
rance and unknowing; on the 
far banks of that pool were 
what looked to be faint signals 
of harm.

As the years went by, those si-
gnals grew stronger. By 2012, 
when the revised draft Supple-
mental Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement (sGEIS) was 
released, there were about 60 
studies in the peer-reviewed li-
terature.

But exponential growth is an 
amazing phenomenon.

Two years later, when the NYS 
Department of Health released 
its final public health review of 
fracking, the number of studies 
in the peer-reviewed scienti-
fic literature had exceeded 
400. All together, these studies 
show that fracking poisons the 
air (especially with benzene) 
and contaminates water. They 
show that old wells leak. They 
show that new wells leak. They 
show that cement is not an im-
mortal substance and cannot 
always create, for all time, a 
perfect gasket that seals off the 
fracked zone from everything 
above it.

The studies show that metha-
ne leaks from drilling and frac-
king operations in prodigious 
amounts and so poses serious 
threats to our climate. And they 
show evidence for possible he-
alth impacts, including to pre-
gnant women and infants.

Those initial faint glimmers of 
danger turned into the warning 
beacon of a lighthouse.

The conclusions reached by the 
New York State Department 
of Health—that fracking has 
not been demonstrated to be 
safe as currently practiced and 
that there is no guarantee that 
any regulatory framework can 
make it safe—are echoed in li-
terature reviews conducted 
by three other scientific shops. 
These include a compendium 
of findings compiled by my 
own group, Concerned Health 
Professionals of New York, a 
statistical analysis by Physi-
cians, Scientists and Engineers 
for Health Energy, and a major 
report from Canadian province 
of Quebec.

Four independent teams of pu-
blic health scientists looked at 

the data and came to the same 
conclusion: Fracking carries 
known and unknown risks of 
harm for public health and the 
environment upon which pu-
blic health depends.

But, let’s be clear. Science alo-
ne did not stop fracking. The 
data received a big assist from 
a well-informed citizen mo-
vement that took the scientific 
evidence to the media, to the 
Department of Environmental 
Conservation, and to elected 
officials, including the Gover-
nor himself.

It was the people who spoke 
scientific truth to power.

You all accomplished that in 
two ways.

First, you issued invitations 
to scientists to come into your 
communities—into your 
church basements, town halls, 
middle school gymnasiums, 
chambers of commerce, and 
Rotary Clubs. Thus, for a co-
uple years running, some of 
us PhDs and MDs spent a lot 
of Friday nights and Sunday 
afternoons in one small town or 
another in upstate New York, 
giving Powerpoint presenta-
tions and laying out the data 
for audiences of common folks 
and town board members.

Every church and town hall 
became a seminar. This cadre 
of traveling scientists and he-
alth professionals included 
Tony Ingraffea, Bob Howarth, 
Adam Law, Bill Podulka, La-
rysa Dyrszka, Kathy Nolan, 
Mary Menapace, Sheila Buskin, 
and Yuri Gorby, among many 
others.

The second way science was 
disseminated to and by the pe-
ople was through the public 
comment process. Do you re-
call the 30 Days of Fracking 
Regs? Remember those days? 
A few of us laid out the science 
like a trail of breadcrumbs, and 
you all followed. In these and 
other ways, we sent 204,000 
well-informed, scientifically 
grounded comments to Alba-
ny. They spoke very loudly.

Science alone is just a lot of 
black dots on white mathe-
matical space. Like a musical 
score that sits on a shelf, it do-
esn’t become a song until so-
meone picks up the score and 
sings it. And you sang it! You 
informed your friends and 
neighbors about the science 
and so pushed the needle on 
public opinion. You changed 
providence itself.

But even a grand citizen cho-
rus, informed and aroused 
by science, was not sufficient 
to ban fracking. There was a 
third element: a governor with 
the willingness to listen to the 
science and with the courage 
to stand up to the oil and gas 
industry at a time when other 
political leaders seem to be fol-
lowing a policy of capitulation 
and appeasement.

It required a governor with vi-
sion, a governor who could 
imagine a New York economy 
undeterred to the latest inane 
idea for blasting more fossils 
out of the ground and lighting 
them on fire.

Governor Cuomo, I have ne-
ver met you. But, over the past 
five years—other than my hus-
band—you are the man I’ve 
paid the most attention to.

Thank you. Thank you for pro-
viding the surprise plot twist 
to our story. Thank you for re-
vealing yourself, in the final 
chapter—and, God, what a pa-
ge-turner that was—as our pro-
tagonist.

Thank you.

Of course, this story of ours is 
not done. I myself am leaving 
in a few minutes to drive to 
the courthouse in the Town 
of Reading, New York, along 
the banks of Seneca Lake whe-
re forty defendants are being 
arraigned tonight as part of 
an ongoing civil disobedience 
campaign to stop Seneca Lake 
from becoming a gas station 
for fracking.

This dastardly plan involves 
repurposing old, crumbly salt 
caverns underneath the shore-
line to serve as storage vessels 
for vast quantities of metha-
ne, butane, and propane. From 
the Seneca Lake salt caves, the 
fracked gases will be pushed 
into pipelines—including, per-
haps, the one that you are figh-
ting—and propelled along by 
compressor stations.

Including, perhaps, the one 
that you are fighting.

The gas in the Seneca Lake salt 
caverns is not for us. The termi-
nus of the pipeline is hundreds 
of miles away, and, Crestwood 
Midstream—the Texas-based 
company behind all this—ma-
kes clear to its investors that it 
intends to turn the Finger La-
kes into the gas storage hub for 
the entire Northeast.

Our next battle is fracking in-
frastructure—from Seneca 
Lake to Port Ambrose, from 
the Constitution pipeline to the 
Dominion New Market Project, 
and from drill cuttings to liquid 
waste dumping.

As we go after these vario-
us proposals and projects, our 
work now diversifies and beco-
me more diffuse. But, happily, 
our skill set has also diversified. 
We’ve learned a lot over the past 
five years, we are battle tested, 
and we have wind in our wings.

Against fracking infrastructu-
re, we will prevail. I am play-
ing to win.

As we enter the next phase of 
our struggle, lets be really ho-
nest and not mythologize what 
have accomplished already. 
The whole world is watching 
us now and wants to know our 
secrets. Let’s not be exceptio-
nal. Let’s not say that New Yor-
k’s anti-fracking activists were 
fearless and tireless.

In truth, we were scared and 
exhausted much of the time.

Am I right?

Our secret was that we just 
kept going anyway. We learned 
how to stick together and listen 
to each other. And that’s what 
we are going to continue to do 
as we throw ourselves into frac-
king infrastructure projects.

My friends, I’m headed to the 
courthouse now to stand with 
the Seneca Lake Defenders. It’s 
a tough fight, but I go with this 
knowledge:

The state of our bedrock is 
unshattered, and the state of 
New Yorkers is, now and fore-
ver, unfractured.

Sandra Steingraber, Ph.D. is a 
biologist, recipient of the Rachel 
Carson Leadership Award and 
of the 17th Annual Heinz Fo-
undation Award for her achie-
vements contributing to the 
environment. She writes and 
lectures on the environmental 
factors that contribute to repro-
ductive health problems and 
environmental links to cancer. 
She is co-founder of New Yor-
kers Against Frackingand and 
Concerned Health Professio-
nals of New York, and serves as 
Science Advisor to Americans 
Against Fracking. She was arre-
sted several times for civil diso-
bedience against gas storage in 
the Seneca Lake salt caverns.
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that stopped fracking in new York
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Poland is in a crucial and com-
plex situation deciding upon 
its future national energy stra-
tegy. The discussion about the 
possibilities and potentials of 
shale gas extraction in Po-
land is triggered by concerns 
of a balanced and sustainable 
energy mix, national indepen-
dence and security, economic 
prosperity or public consul-
tation. The lively debates on 
fracking of unconventional 
gas have been lined by a lot 
of hope of a “Polish bonanza” 
regularly taking the “US shale 
gas revolution” as a shining 
example to its own socioeco-
nomic developments. 
The Heinrich Böll Foundation 
(hbs) as a green-political dialogue 
forum deemed a nurtured trans-
atlantic dialogue on all complex 
aspects concerning fracking of 
shale gas as crucial for an infor-
med debate on all sides. In Sep-
tember 2014 the hbs-offices in 
Warsaw and Washington, the-
refore, organized a study tour 
to the US to offer Polish energy 
policy experts, activists and jo-
urnalists profound insights into 
the effects that natural gas explo-
ration (especially the “shale gas 
revolution”) have had on local 
communities. Through a series 
of meetings with public officials, 
policy experts as well as makers, 
local lawmakers and regulators, 
business representatives, and citi-
zen and public advocacy groups 
the study trip gave a look at how 
the growth of the natural gas in-
dustry in recent years has impac-
ted local economies, public infra-
structure, public lands, and the 
environment. So, in a nutshell - 
what do we know by now?

The American Shale Gas 
Revolution – the Shining 
Example
Shale gas has become an incre-
asingly important source of na-
tural gas in the United States 
since the start of this century. In 
2000 shale gas provided only 1% 
of U.S. natural gas production; 
by 2010 it was over 20% and the 
U.S. government’s Energy In-
formation Administration pre-
dicts that by 2035, 46% of the 
United States’ natural gas sup-
ply will come from shale gas

The United States is expected 

to become one of the world big-
gest oil producer of the world. 
The shale gas bonanza not only 
provides the country with che-
ap fossil fuel, which is helping 
to boost the US economy. Do-
mestic shale oil and gas produc-
tion also makes the country less 
dependent from foreign sour-
ces of fuel like the Middle East 
or Venezuela. The hot spots of 
shale oil and gas production are 
states like Pennsylvania, Dakota 
and Texas. 

So it is no surprise that the 
Obama Administration embra-
ces shale gas with some enthu-
siasm. When it comes to fos-
sil fuels, burning gas promises 
to be a relatively clean source 
of energy and now even a very 
cheap one. 

The US, however, also lacks a 
comprehensive energy strategy. 
The programmatic approach of 
“All of the above”, pleads to le-
ave it to the market to make the 
best decision on which source of 
energy to use. President Obama, 
however, tries to reign in when 
it comes to CO2 emissions. The 
Obama administration believes 
that increased shale gas deve-
lopment will help reduce gre-
enhouse gas emissions. In 2012, 
US carbon dioxide emissions 
dropped to a 20-year low. Hu-
man and public health – so goes 
the argument- will both bene-
fit from shale gas by displacing 
coal burning. 

Shale Gas Innovation
Shale gas production is not a 
new invention. Shale gas was 
first extracted as a resource in 
Fredonia, New York, in 1821, 
in shallow, low-pressure frac-
tures. Horizontal drilling be-
gan in the 1930s. U.S. Mitchell 
Energy achieved the first eco-
nomical shale fracture in 1998 
using slick-water fracturing. 
From there the boom expan-
ded all over the country. Recent 
technological developments 
and the rise of the price of co-
nventional oil and gas let to the 
boom we can now see happe-
ning in the US. 

Shale Gas and the Climate
The extraction and use of shale 
gas, however, can affect the envi-
ronment through the leaking of 
extraction chemicals and waste 
into water supplies, the leaking 
of greenhouse gases (methane 
and others) during extraction, 
and the pollution caused by the 
improper processing of natural 
gas. A challenge to preventing 
pollution is that shale gas extrac-
tions vary widely in this regard, 
even between different wells in 
the same project. The processes 
that reduce pollution sufficiently 
in one extraction may not be eno-
ugh in another. 

In late 2010, the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) 
issued a new report, the first 
update on emission factors for 
greenhouse gas emissions by 
the oil and gas industry by the 
EPA since 1996. In this new re-
port, the EPA concluded that 

shale gas emits larger amounts 
of methane, a potent greenho-
use gas, than conventional gas 
does, but still far less than coal. 

The most comprehensive study 
of methane leakage from sha-
le gas to date, initiated by the 
Environmental Defense Fund 
(EDF) and released in the Pro-
ceedings of the National Acade-
my of Sciences on September 16, 
2013, finds that fugitive emis-
sions in key stages of the natural 
gas production process are si-
gnificantly lower than estimates 
in the EPA’s national emissions 
inventory (which are already 
quite low). The study reports 
direct measurements from 190 
onshore natural gas sites across 
the country and estimates a le-
akage rate of 0.42% for gas pro-
duction. Although the EDF stu-
dy did not cover all stages of 
natural gas supply chain, sub-
sequent studies are planned to 
estimate leakage rates in others 
parts of the system.

In Europe a 2014 study from 
Manchester University (UK) 
presented the „First full life cyc-
le assessment of shale gas used 
for electricity generation.” eva-
luating nine environmental fac-
tors beyond global warming po-
tential. The authors concluded 
that, in line with most of the 
published studies for other re-
gions, that shale gas in the Uni-
ted Kingdom would have a glo-
bal warming potential „broadly 
similar” to that of conventional 
North Sea gas. Still, shale gas 
has the potential to be higher if 
fugitive methane emissions are 
not controlled, or if per well ul-
timate recoveries in the UK are 
small. Shale gas is even worse 
than coal for three impacts. It 
has higher photochemical smog 
and terrestrial toxicity than the 
other options. Shale gas, argue 
the authors, can be regarded as 
a sound environmental option 
only if accompanied by strin-
gent regulation. 

Water and Air Quality
Chemicals are added to the wa-
ter to facilitate the underground 
fracturing process that releases 
natural gas. Fracturing fluid is 
primarily water and approxi-
mately 0.5% chemical additives 
(friction reducer, agents counte-
ring rust, agents killing micro-
organism). Since (depending on 
the size of the area) millions of 

liters of water are used, this me-
ans that hundreds of thousands 
liters of chemicals are often in-
jected into the subsurface. Even 
though a greater part of the wa-
ter is recycled and the chemicals 
added are becoming more envi-
ronmental friendly the issues 
remain controversial.

Earthquakes
Hydraulic fracturing routinely 
produces microseismic events 
much too small to be detected 
except by sensitive instruments. 
These microseismic events are 
often used to map the horizontal 
and vertical extent of the fractu-
ring. However, as of late 2012, 
there have been three instances 
of hydraulic fracturing, through 
induced seismicity, triggering 
quakes large enough to be felt 
by people in the United States. 
However, the injection of waste-
water from gas and oil activity 
in deep disposal wells can trig-
ger slightly larger quakes when 
water is pumped near an alre-
ady stressed fault, according 
to the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Therefore, following a number 
of slight earthquakes, a morato-
rium on wastewater disposal in 
underground wells was intro-
duced in 2011 in central Arkan-
sas. Fracturing on a large scale 
remains a major concern in the 
context of the drilling industry.

Where to go?
Shale gas fracturing provides 
the US with a cheap source of 
energy and makes the coun-
try less dependable from fore-
ign sources of fuel. So industry 
and the security community 
are eager to support the sha-
le gas industry. Though shale 
gas fracturing is conducted on 
a large scale in the US, too lit-
tle is known about the impacts 
of the industry on public health, 
the environment and the clima-
te. The availability of this unco-
nventional gas in the future also 
is in the center of a controversy. 
Some experts argue that it will 
be fueling the US industry for 
decades, other count that the 
gas bonanza will come to an end 
within this decade.  

On the background of the suc-
cess story of shale gas in the US 
economy, some experts expect 
that shale gas will expand worl-
dwide. China is estimated to 
have the world’s largest shale 
gas reserves. Also many Euro-
pean countries look into their 
shale gas options. 

The benefits and perils of sha-
le gas production widely vary 
from country to country.  Euro-
peans therefore carefully sho-
uld study the experiences with 
this fossil fuel source. Not all 
US states happily embrace this 
technology. States like New 
York and Maryland decided to 
have a moratorium on shale gas 
drilling, that became permanent 
for New York State in Decem-
ber 2014.  Not only environment 
groups strongly argue against 
shale gas. It is predominantly 
the local population that resists 

shale gas fracturing due it its ne-
gatives effects on the communi-
ties. This is an important deve-
lopment for Europeans to study 
carefully, as the geological situ-
ation is different than in the US, 
but also because Europe is more 
densely populated.

Given the insecurity about the 
many aspects on shale gas fractu-
ring in present and the availabili-
ty of shale gas in the future Euro-
peans should think about where 
to put their scientific energy and 
economic resources in. Europe-
ans especially should give up 
subsidizing fossil fuel industries. 
Given the enormous success of 
the German energy transition, 
renewable energies are the best 
alternative to  any sort of fos-
sil fuels from all aspects: public 
health, the climate and as recent 
developments prove also from 
an employment point of view as 
well as an all over economic de-
velopment. Countries embracing 
these modern alternate technolo-
gies can make advantages of the 
“first movers” benefit in the near 
future.

Revitalizing Transatlantic 
Relations for a Green 
Economy 
Both Europe and the United Sta-
tes can point to regional success 
stories in the area of low car-
bon growth. The Transatlantic 
Energy and Climate Network 
of the Heinrich Böll Foundation 
brings together opinion leaders, 
legislators, and policy experts 
from both sides of the Atlan-
tic that are committed to achie-
ving policy change in support 
for a low carbon economy agen-
da that creates sustainable jobs, 
strengthens local economies 
and helps to fight climate chan-
ge. The Climate Network fosters 
a transatlantic dialogue through 
measures including public spe-
aking and study tours, roundta-
ble discussions, Climate Media 
Fellowships and by widely pu-
blishing energy reports across 
the United States and Europe.

Therefore, the Marcellus Shale 
Study Tour 2014 was one of the 
means by which the Heinrich 
Böll Foundation promotes pro-
fessional international networks 
as well as an open and fair dia-
logue on sustainable energy po-
licies. We hope that its results 
provide an interesting source 
of information for transatlantic 
exchange on shale gas. 

Irene Hahn-Fuhr is the director 
of the Heinrich Böll Founda-
tion in Warsaw

Klaus Linsenmeier is the direc-
tor of the EU office of the He-
inrich Böll Foundation in Brus-
sels. From 2009 to 2014 he was 
the director of the Heinrich 
Böll Foundation North Ameri-
ca in Washington D.C.

 Transatlantic Energy and Clima-
te Network is generously co-funded 
by the Delegation of the European 
Union to the United States in Wa-
shington

Irene Hahn-Fuhr 

Klaus Linsenmeier

Transatlantic dialogue on shale gas

Shale gas, argue 
the authors, can 
be regarded  
as a sound 
environmental 
option only if 
accompanied 
by stringent 
regulation
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Dr Seth B. Shonkoff and Jake 
Hays from PSE Healthy Ener-
gy responded to the three qu-
estions of Zielone Wiadomości
Zielone Wiadomosci: In Poland 
coal is the principal source of 
energy. Natural gas is touted 
for its potential to reduce GHG 
emissions by edging out coal as 
an electricity or heating source. 
Should shale gas be a bridge to 
clean energy in Poland? 

– The notion that natural gas pro-
duced from shale is a bridge to 
a clean energy future is no longer 
viable. This idea was promulga-
ted by the industry and accep-
ted by some of the large environ-
mental nonprofit organizations 
early on. However, it was based 
solely on the fact that natural gas 
burns cleaner than coal, ignoring 
the broader lifecycle climate im-
plications of the overall deve-
lopment processes (e.g., produc-
tion, transmission, etc.). Research 
on the lifecycle greenhouse gas 
emissions of shale gas develop-
ment only began to surface in 
2011. Since then the idea of sha-
le gas as a bridge fuel has been 
increasingly called into question. 

Natural gas is comprised mostly 
of methane, a potent greenhouse 
gas that is leaked and vented into 
the atmosphere during many sta-
ges of production and transmis-
sion. According to the current 
scientific consensus from the la-
test IPCC report (AR5), metha-
ne is 34 times as potent as carbon 
dioxide over a 100-year timefra-
me and 86 times as potent over 
a 20-year timeframe. Not only is 
methane more potent than scien-
tists initially thought, but most re-
search suggests that far more of it 
is escaping into the atmosphere 
from oil and gas production. 

A notable exception to this rese-
arch comes from a study funded 
and supported by the Environ-
mental Defense Fund and a num-
ber of oil and gas companies (Al-
len et al. 2013). In fact, the study 
suggests that methane emissions 
are actually far lower than pre-
vious U.S. EPA estimates. It esti-
mates that upstream (at the well 
site) methane emissions from the 
natural gas industry amount to 
just 0.42% of gross annual do-
mestic production of associated 
(oil wells) and non-associated 
(gas wells) natural gas. This is 
a very low number and the fugi-
tive losses reported in this study 
are 10-20 times lower than those 

calculated from more complete 
(field-level) measurements. 

There are several reasons for the 
discrepancy in Allen et al. and 
most other research on metha-
ne emissions associated with oil 
and gas development. For one, 
the sites selected in the study 
are probably not representati-
ve of typical unconventional gas 
development. The study uses 
a relatively small, non-random 
sample of sites selected by the 
oil and gas industry rather than 
random, independent samples. 
Further, it is not clear what ty-
pes of gas wells were sampled 
for flowback measurements and 
therefore the results might have 
little to say about shale gas deve-
lopment. Additionally, the stu-
dy only looks at upstream emis-
sions and does not look at the 
complete life-cycle emissions. 
This is important because me-
thane is also emitted as natural 
gas travels to consumers through 
compression, processing, stora-
ge, transmission, and distribu-
tion and research suggests that 
these emissions are much larger 
than previously thought. While 
more investigations are needed, 
the results from Allen et al. con-
flict with most other studies on 
methane emissions, particularly 
those conducted by independent 
researchers (i.e., not under indu-
stry oversight) measuring field-
-level emissions or top-down 
estimates (See, e.g., Pétron et al. 
2012, Pétron et al. 2014; Karion et 
al. 2013; Peischl et al. 2013; Caul-
ton et al. 2014; Schwietzke et al. 
2014; Schneising et al. 2014).

Regardless, consensus science 
now suggests that a direct switch 
to natural gas from coal would 
not achieve the emission reduc-
tions needed to slow climate 
change. Additionally, other stu-
dies indicate that natural gas pro-
duced from shale may actually be 
worse for the climate than coal. 
Consequently, the scientific com-
munity largely rejects the idea of 
shale gas as a “bridge fuel” So to 
answer your question, no, shale 
gas should not be a bridge to cle-
an energy in Poland. 

ZW: Shale gas is extracted using 
a controversial method of hy-
draulic fracturing or „fracking”. 
You know very well this tech-
nology and this industry. What 
kind of legislative restrictions 
must be introduced so that mi-
ning be safe for employees, lo-
cal residents and the climate?

First, we must be clear on the 
terminology. As you correctly 
identify, “fracking” is short for 
hydraulic fracturing, which is a 
method of well stimulation that 
has been used by the industry 
for decades (since the 1940s). Ho-
wever, only relatively recently 
has fracking been used alongsi-
de other technologies (e.g., hori-
zontal drilling) to extract natural 
gas from shale and other unco-
nventional formations on a com-
mercial scale. It is the hydraulic 
fracturing or fracking of shale 
formations that is problematic, 
not fracking per se. The public 
often uses the term fracking col-
loquially as an umbrella term to 
refer to the entirety of shale gas 
development. However, fracking 
technically only refers to one part 
of the process of developing na-

tural gas from shale – a process 
that is perhaps less concerning 
than some of the other aspects of 
development that take place clo-
ser to the earth’s surface. For in-
stance, surface spills, wastewater 
disposal, and well casing failure 
are all parts of the overall deve-
lopment process that present a 
greater likelihood of environ-
mental contamination than hy-
draulic fracturing itself. 

Now, when we talk about regula-
tions and legislative restrictions 
we can only do so in the context 
of mitigation. No amount of re-
gulation will completely elimi-
nate all externalities associated 
with this industry or make it safe 
for employees, local residents, 
and the climate. The question 
isn’t about making it safe, only 
about making it safer. Of cour-
se, no type of energy production 
is free from externalities and the 
question becomes what level of 
environmental and public health 
risk a society is willing to except. 

To the extent that shale gas is be-
ing developed, regulations sho-
uld of course be as strong as po-
ssible and permits should only 
be granted in direct proportion 
to inspection capability. Unfor-
tunately, there is no indication in 
the United States that even the to-
ughest of regulations have been 
able to reduce the risks of this in-
dustry to an acceptable level. Part 
of the reason for this has to do 
with the capability of regulation 
bodies, which are often under-
staffed, underfunded, and unable 
to respond to the rapid growth 
and complex nature of this indu-
stry. The other reason is that the-
re are some inherent risks to shale 
gas development that no amount 
of regulation or legislative restric-
tion will adequately remedy, such 
as well casing leaks, intense truck 
traffic, or accidental spills.    

Nonetheless, there are a few ba-
sic guidelines that should be fol-
lowed by any country developing 
its shale gas resources to minimi-
ze risk, which at the very least in-
clude robust monitoring regimes 
and rigorous enforcement me-
chanisms. These should extend 
beyond hydraulic fracturing and 
the production process to inclu-
de the eventual abandonment 
of wells, which, as many tend to 
forget, stay in the ground forever 
and continue leak methane and 
associated production wastes. 
There is a need for greater trans-
parency and the full disclosure 
of all chemical compounds used 
in and produced by the develop-
ment process should be mandato-
ry. There must be comprehensive 
baseline studies of nearby ground 
and surface waters prior to dril-
ling. There must also be appro-
priate setback distances between 
shale gas activities and sensitive 
receptors, such as homes, scho-
ols, and playgrounds. Finally, pu-
blic health professionals should 
be sufficiently integrated into go-
vernment agencies and they sho-
uld also be trained on how to re-
spond to residents who may be 
presenting symptoms associated 
with toxic exposures related to 
shale gas development. 

ZW:  Governor Andrew Cu-
omo recently announced a ban 
on fracking in New York State. 
There was big pressure on Go-

vernor from citizen activists.  
How have scientists contributed 
to this final decision? 

The decision in New York was ul-
timately based on the New York 
State Department of Health’s 
(NYS DOH) review of the scien-
tific environmental health litera-
ture on shale gas development. 
The NYS DOH report cites per-
sistent information gaps and in-
creasingly clear cumulative risks 
to human health as the reason for 
the recommendation to prohi-
bit shale gas development in the 
state of New York. From the very 
beginning Governor Andrew 
Cuomo made it clear that he wo-
uld let science, not politics, guide 
his decision on whether or not to 
enable shale gas development in 
the state of New York. Fortuna-
tely, the Governor stayed true to 
his word and was able to arrive 
at a policy decision on shale gas 
that was based on the weight of 
the scientific evidence.   

Scientists contributed signifi-
cantly to this final decision not 
only in the research they con-
ducted, but also in the ways in 
which they placed this research 
in front of policymakers and in 
the hands of the general public. 
What makes our organization 
(PSE Healthy Energy) unique 
is that we take the science one 
step further than most universi-
ty research labs and put it in pla-
ces where it can actually inform 
energy policy. Science should not 
exist in a vacuum and we belie-
ve that scientists have a duty and 
responsibility to communicate 
findings to both the general pu-
blic and policymakers, especially 
when they concern public health. 

In the end, the decision in New 
York was probably based on a 
number of considerations besi-
des public health. There are many 
other concerns about shale gas de-
velopment, such as its impact on 
the climate, ecology, and other in-
dustries that are important in New 
York, including agriculture and to-
urism. The heavy industrial pro-

cesses involved in this intense type 
of fossil fuel extraction just aren’t 
compatible with what most New 
Yorkers want for their state. In the 
end, this decision would not have 
come to pass without an active ci-
tizenry that put pressure on the 
Governor. However, being able to 
point to a growing body of scienti-
fic evidence demonstrating signifi-
cant environmental and public he-
alth risks certainly made a tough 
political decision a lot easier. 

Seth B. Shonkoff, PhD, MPH is 
Executive Director, PSE Healthy 
Energy, Oakland, CA and Visiting 
Scholar, University of California, 
Berkeley, CA. Dr. Shonkoff is a 
contributing author to the Human 
Health chapter of the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report 
(AR5). His current work focu-
ses on the human health, envi-
ronmental and climate dimen-
sions of oil and gas development 
in the United States and abroad, 
espacially on interaction betwe-
en the climate and human health 
dimensions of shorter-live clima-
te forcing emissions (i.e., metha-
ne, ozone, black carbon, sulphate 
particles, etc.) and on the develop-
ment of more effective anthropo-
genic climate change mitigation 
policies that generate socioecono-
mic and health co-benefits. 

Jake Hays, MA is Director, Envi-
ronmental Health Program, PSE 
Healthy Energy, New York, NY-
.Jake Hays has worked as the 
Director of the Environmental 
Health Program at PSE Healthy 
Energy and research associate at 
Weill Cornell Medical College 
since 2011. His principle focus 
has been on the environmental 
and public health aspects of un-
conventional oil and gas deve-
lopment. He is currently pursu-
ing a J.D. at Fordham University 
School of Law in New York City, 
where he serves as a board mem-
ber of the Environmental Law 
Advocates and a staff member of 
the Environmental Law Review.

Three questions to scientists

Dr Seth B.C. Shonkoff 

Jake Hays

Photo: Flickr by billb1961
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Ewa Sufin-Jacquemart

Reflections after the Marcellus Sha-
le study tour, organized by Heinrich 
Böll Foundation’s offices Warsaw and 
Washington.

The industrial revolution and 
constant economic growth ba-
sed on burning fossil fuels de-
grade our world, causing clima-
te change that threatens life on 
Earth, triggering mass extinc-
tions and depleting natural re-
sources. If we look closely at the 
shale gas sector, which has been 
growing for over a decade now, 
we will see, in a nutshell, all those 
threats, and more…
Let’s make no mistake about it – the 
exploration and extraction of shale 
gas or oil (but also tight gas extracted 
from sandstone) is nothing like the 
extraction of conventional natural 
gas. It is not about pumping gas con-
tained in rock caverns to the surface, 
but consists in the extraction of mi-
croscopic gas bubbles trapped in the 
rock, that has to be crushed under-
ground. Drilling is initially done ver-
tically and then horizontally, spre-
ading in several directions for a few 
kilometres from the initial point. The 
next stage is to „stimulate”, i.e. frack 
the deposit, by pumping undergro-
und at high pressure huge amounts 
of fracturing fluid consisting of wa-
ter, sand and a mixture of chemicals. 
The fracturing fluid then rinses gas 
or oil from the crushed rock (with 
which it can enter into unforeseeable 
chemical reactions), and some amo-
unt of it is left underground. There is 
no way to predict today what conse-
quences that may have in the future. 

When our generation has 
long used up the extracted 
gas, the next generations will 
have to deal with the release 
of methane and toxic sub-
stances from the ground. 

The recovered part of the fracking 
fluid (between 20% and 40% of the 
initial volume) returns to the sur-

face along with the extracted gas 
– it is highly toxic waste and ne-
eds to be disposed of. Approxima-
tely 3% to 8% of the extracted gas 
escapes into the atmosphere along 
with chemical vapours, causing 
air pollution. Human errors, tech-
nology failures (mostly occurring 
during the well cementing phase), 
the inability to fully control the un-
derground fracturing process and 
difficulties with the disposal and 
utilization of the huge quantities of 
waste and wastewater, too often re-
sult in contamination of soil, surfa-
ce water or groundwater. 

Constant growth – more  
and more, faster and faster...
Shale gas extraction is an excellent il-
lustration of the disease of our time, 
which is the hegemony of supply-si-
de economics and the imperative of 
constant economic growth - we con-
sume ever more and at ever faster 
rates, using more resources and cre-
ating ever more waste and pollution. 
For the extraction of shale gas requ-
ires growing numbers of drills to 
exploit profitably the whole deposit.

In a competitive free market econo-
my, where there’s no long-term ma-
nagement of a valuable resource and 
where everything that is produced is 
marketed immediately, a rapid in-
crease in the supply of gas leads to a 
decline of its price. The production of 
gas from each drill is high in the first 
year or two, and then rapidly decre-
ases and remains at a low level for 
the rest of the process. Therefore, to 
maintain a high level of production 
and income, the new drills have to 
be made at an increasing rate which 
grows as the market prices of gas go 
down. The more drills there are, the 
more gas ends up in the market and 
therefore the lower the price, which 
in turn leads to more drills. 

In Poland, shale gas deposits co-
ver almost one-third of the country-
’s area. It is hard to imagine what 
number of wells would be needed 
to explore all of them. If the intensity 
of drilling were to be similar to what 
can be found on the Marcellus Shale 
in Pennsylvania, we should expect at 
least hundreds of thousands of wells.

Climate change - is shale gas 
really a good „bridge fuel”?
Since natural gas is a cleaner fuel than 
coal, and its burning emits less gre-

enhouse gases, it should be a “bridge 
fuel” between coal and renewables, 
quickly leading to substantial reduc-
tions in CO2 emissions as one of the 
instruments to tackle climate change. 

However, some scholars argue that 
shale gas is a „bridge to nowhere”, 
due to important methane leakages. 
It is doubtful whether the require-
ment to apply „green completion” 
at the wellhead, imposed in the US 
from 2015, will fully offset this ef-
fect. In Poland no one even men-
tions the need to use this technolo-
gy because of the fear that it might 
„alienate investors” ...

Nature - victim of the 
human quest for power  
and profit
Drilling wells near human settle-
ments often triggers legitimate pro-
tests, especially when a landowner 
gives his land for lease and profits 
from it (sometimes significantly), 
while the neighbours suffer all the 
serious inconveniences of living 
next to a drill, such as drilling no-
ise, the noise and dust caused by 
the intense traffic of trucks, slippe-
ry roads sprayed with dangerous 
wastewater from gas production, 
intense bright light (day and night) 
from the burning flare and dril-
ling rig lighting. Over time, drilling 
wells also start to pose risks to the 
health of humans living in the ne-
arby area because of air and water 
contamination. 

That is the reason why mining de-
velops quickly in forests and fields 
away from human settlements, al-
beit at the expense of ecosystems 
and wildlife. Under pressure from 
higher levels of authority, which 
support the mining industry, the 
administrators of public forests 
and protected natural areas have 
little means to resist the powerful 
and influential mining corpora-
tions. It is also difficult to mobili-
ze local residents to protect endan-
gered wildlife, as they tend to be 
relieved that the drilling wells will 
be situated away from their own 
backyards, and do not realise that 
it is only a short-term postpone-
ment of the fate they will have to 
face anyway. 

Soon afterwards they disco-
ver, to their great surprise, the 
pace and extent of the trans-
formation and destruction of 

natural heritage, the declining 
attractiveness of their region, 
the collapse of tourism and  
a decline in real estate prices.

Surrounding forests quickly be-
come scattered with mining pads, 
each containing five to nine drilling 
rigs. Underground or surface pipeli-
nes are built connecting to these. To 
make the gas flow, powerful com-
pression stations are installed. In or-
der to provide water for hydraulic 
fracturing, artificial reservoirs and 
water tanks are constructed along 
with a network of underground or 
surface water supply systems, and, 
if the regulations do not prohibit 
that, outdoor pools are also formed 
to contain the returned toxic fluids. 

Millions of trees are cut down, 
which has multiple and serious 
consequences including soil ero-
sion and runoffs of sediments or 
waters from the winter thaw into 
rivers, which causes flooding. 
Mass forest clearings to make the 
way for access routes, pipelines, 
aqueducts and mining fields have 
besides that a massive impact on 
the ecosystems. The thinned fore-
sts get penetrated by species that 
used to live on their peripheries, 
and skittish species that need pe-
aceful and quiet habitats move de-
eper into the forest or go extinct. 

The „Shale-Gas Monitoring Report” 
published by the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Conservation and Na-
tural Resources shows that the fore-
sters are facing yet another problem: 
the invasion of alien species. The 
machinery and vehicles used for 
constructing roads, drillings and 
other installations are being trans-
ferred between regions along with 
the stones and gravel used for pa-
ving and isolation. Along with 
them, plants, insects and microbes 
migrate and quickly start to thrive 
along the forest clearings made for 
the roads and pipelines, subsequ-
ently invading further parts of the 
forest. In large swathes of the Pen-
nsylvania forests, where the gas in-
dustry has developed, the foresters 
are now using chemicals to fight 
with great effort (and at a significant 
cost) with 88 invasive alien species. 
Although before the development 
of shale gas production, invasions 
of alien species have also happened, 
now their scale and the resulting di-
sruption of ecosystems are incom-
parably greater. 

These facts should serve as 
lessons for all the counrtries: 
fracking should be definitely 
banned from protected natu-
ral areas. 

Yet it is very hard for environ-
mental activists and residents of 
the threatened areas to reach poli-
cy makers and mainstream media 
with their awareness-raising mes-
sage. In Poland, the forests and 
natural protected areas are under 
a mounting threat. Roztocze, one 
of the most beautiful and environ-
mentally richest regions in Poland, 
which should be granted UNESCO 
biosphere reserve status this year, 
after much effort and money spent 
on documentation, is the most stri-
king example of that. It was the Mi-
nistry of the Environment that took 
the initiative to make Roztocze a 
UNESCO reserve a couple of years 
ago, and today the very same Mini-
stry wants to transform the beauti-
ful forest and agro-tourism region 
into a shale gas mining area. 

Water, Earth’s most 
valuable natural resource
We all know that water is the most 
essential element for life on Earth. 
In order to be suitable for con-
sumption and not cause serious 
diseases, water must be clean. 

Large-scale extraction of shale gas 
poses a threat to water resources, 
because a single hydraulic fractu-
ring procedure uses up approx. 
20 thousand cubic metres of wa-
ter, which in Poland would mean 
1000 tank trucks. And the bedrock 
needs to be stimulated many ti-
mes using a mixture of water, sand 
and various chemicals. The che-
micals account for 0.5% to 2.5% of 
the fracturing liquid volume, but 
this is enough to make the recove-
red fluid a highly toxic waste that 
is impossible to purify and cannot 
be turned back into drinkable wa-
ter. In Pennsylvania, poorly refined 
liquid is re-used as fracturing fluid, 
or is sprayed on the forest roads to 
protect them from dust, what ma-
kes them slippery and dangerous 
and pollute the air. 

Huge amounts of water are used 
in the regions where shale gas is 
produced. In front of every mining 
field that we’ve seen in Pennsylva-
nia there was an information bo-
ard that provided the amount of 

Fracking?
no, thanks! it‘s too risky

On the hills, which were once covered by dense woodland, wide clearings in the forest now stretch for kilometres, with a new road, pipeline and water supply system, all marked by metal posts  
painted in two colours. There are several protruding hatches and pipes fenced with railings. (fot. Barbara Siegieńczuk).
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water needed for fracturing and 
how much water could be collec-
ted from the environment. The 
amounts ranged from 1.8 to 4.5 
million gallons per day. To reduce 
the road transport of water, there 
are underground water pipelines, 
artificial lakes and metal reservoirs 
built exclusively to serve the needs 
of the mining industry. 

In the process of shale gas 
extraction, drinking water re-
serves get contaminated. 

In Pennsylvania, there were 234 
known cases of water pollution in 
October 2014, as the representative 
of the Department of the Environ-
ment, Mr Kurt Klapkowski, infor-
med us. Yet in Poland the audiences 
at official conferences are regularly 
told by the ubiquitous „shale geo-
logist” Mr Paul Poprawa that „not 
a single documented case of water 
pollution due to shale gas extraction 
has happened so far in the US; there 
has been one case in Wyoming, but 
it happened in very specific geolo-
gical conditions... „. Contamination 
does occur, there have been mul-
tiple cases of it and they have been 
widely communicated to the public. 
People who live close to the drilling 
wells sometimes detect the taste or 
smell of hydrocarbons in their tap 
water. Rivers, streams, ponds and 
lakes also get contaminated, along 
with the fish and other creatures 
that live in them.

Despite that, in Poland explora-
tory drilling permits are issued 
even for areas where the so-called 
Major Groundwater Reservoirs 
(GZWP) are situated in between 
the drilling wells and the gas de-
posits. The problem concerns even 
huge reservoirs of exceptionally 
pure water, such as the GZWP No. 
407 in Roztocze, which should be 
protected, but still isn’t. 

Meanwhile, just drilling through the 
reservoir contaminates the water, 
because the drilling fluid containing 
chemicals has to come into contact 
with it. The drilling well subsequ-
ently gets encased with cement and 
piping on the groundwater level. 
However, as pointed out by Ron Ka-
ler, the mining field manager with 
whom we spoke at length in Penn-
sylvania, one has to be very careful 
about the quality of the cement and 
the molding of the well. „We get re-
ady cement from Halliburton, who 
later conduct the fracturing, but first 
they come up with a proposed com-
position and we have to agree on it 
together,” he said. We also learned 
that an independent inspector hi-
red by the main investor PGE (Pen-
nsylvania General Energy) has to be 
there on the drilling site to monitor 
the drilling process together with an 
expert from PGE. 

Drilling and cementing  is a 
sensitive operation, the con-
ditions vary every time and 
it’s easy to make a mistake. 

According to a report prepared by 
the Schlumberger company, the ti-
ghtness of drilling wells does not 
stand the test of time, and if the acci-
dents occurring in the course of dril-
ling as a result of cement work failu-
res account for only about 5% of all 
incidents, after 20-30 years the pro-
portion of leaking wells increases to 
approx. 60% due to pipe corrosion 
and cement aging. No one can say 
today how vast the long-term da-
mage caused be the leaking will be 
and how much it will cost to undo 
the damage. Already today it hap-
pens that depleted gas production 
fields get abandoned due to the dec-
lining gas prices and the resulting 
very low profitability, which means 
bankruptcy for small businesses. In 
Pennsylvania, the authorities uncri-
tically support the shale gas busi-
ness despite the fact that the envi-

ronmental degradation caused by 
decades of coal mining still hasn’t 
been overcome.

A threat to democracy
All of that happens at the expen-
se of local communities and resi-
dents. In the US, where the owner 
of the land also owns the minerals 
embedded in it, it was easy to find 
residents willing to lease their land 
to mining companies in exchange 
for high rents and a share of profits 
from gas production. For a profes-
sional negotiator, it is not difficult to 
convince and win over the landow-
ners, and in the US only very few of 
them, those who were the best infor-
med, were able to resist. Contracts 
are formulated in such way that the 
landowners practically cannot ter-
minate them, which is why conflicts 
within communities and even wi-
thin families are a regular occurren-
ce. Add to this the risk of corruption, 
conflicts of interest, bought media 
and local and state authorities who 
are under the pressure of Big Oil. As 
a local anti-shale activist from New 
York State told us: „Fracking busi-
ness killed off democracy in Ameri-
ca in just one decade”.

In Poland, despite the lack of open 
public debate and widespread ma-
nipulation of information (e.g. 
workshops and training sessions 
funded by the national environmen-
tal and water management fund, 
represent shale gas as a „renewa-
ble energy”), so far we have mana-
ged to avoid acts of violence against, 
and arrests of the people who oppo-
se the shale gas industry. 

However, the attack on democracy 
is on the rise because - as the fore-
ign shale gas investors are withdra-
wing from Poland - the Polish go-
vernment has decided to unfurl the 
red carpet in front of investors from 
the entire hydrocarbons mining bu-
siness at the expense of its own ci-
tizens. To this end, the Minister of 
Treasury has drafted a special hy-
drocarbons bill which is expected 
to be submitted to the Parliament 
in the first quarter of 2015. 

The “special hydrocarbons 
bill” exempts exploration, 
extraction and transportation 
of hydrocarbons from most 
of the existing regulations, 
squandering the basic achie-
vements of democracy.

It gives full control to the govern-
ment and its provincial governors 
(regional representatives of the state), 
while taking away the right to speak 
from citizens, local authorities and 
even state institutions and bodies. If 
the bill is voted into law, drilling will 
become legal practically everywhere, 
the permit procedures will be shor-
tened to such an extent that environ-
mental impact assessments will no 
longer be required, public consulta-
tions will no longer be held and envi-
ronmental organizations will lose the 
right to participate in administrative 
proceedings. The Minister of Health 
will lose the right to protect spas aga-
inst the expansion of the mining in-
dustry, national park directors will 
have no say about plans to drill in 
their parks, the same will happen to 
State Directorate of Forestry and the 
forests it administers, and to the He-
ritage Protection Offices and the na-
tional heritage sites they are in charge 
of. One-person decision-making po-
wers will be vested in the provincial 
governors, which runs counter to the 
principles of democracy and will cre-
ate vast room for corruption, conflict 
of interest and abuse of power. This 
bill resembles Pennsylvania’s Article 
13, which exempted drillings from 
spatial management regulations, le-
ading to large numbers of drilling 
rigs quickly springing up in areas 
identified in local spatial manage-

ment plans as natural, agricultural or 
residential. Despite the fact that the 
Supreme Court has overturned those 
regulations, none of the contentious 
drilling wells have been closed and 
they continue to generate local con-
flicts and be the subject of judicial 
battles fought by local activists. 

Because of the fact that Poland im-
ports gas from Russia, the geopoliti-
cal situation, the Russian-Ukrainian 
conflict and the historical aversion 
to Russia are being used to promote 
shale gas production. In an effort to 
discredit the anti-shale movement, 
activists are accused of being sup-
ported by Russia and Gazprom, an 
allegation that has never been sub-
stantiated. Strangely enough, those 
advocating the development of hi-
ghways and the automotive indu-
stry are never labelled „traitors of 
the national interest”, even though 
Poland imports 97% of its oil from 
Russia, much more than of gas, and 
oil accounts for 25% of total energy 
consumption, much more than gas.

In the United States, activists and 
common sense prevail in some sta-
tes: thanks to the huge mobilization 
of citizens and local governments, in 
December 2014 the governor of the 
State of New York Andrew Cuomo 
completely banned fracking (the 
ban replaced a moratorium that had 
been in place for two years). 

Conclusion: we need  
”energy round-table”  
and a moratorium
Governor Cuomo’s ruling was ba-
sed on two premises: firstly, that 
there is no demonstration of regu-
lations and the systems of control 
of shale gas production that would 
ensure the safety of people and the 
environment (an argument made in 
about 400 research reports that have 
reached decision-makers thanks to 
good co-operation between resear-
chers and activists), and secondly, 
that the technology involves poten-
tial climate hazards. 

Professor Ingraffea argues that in 
order to save future generations 
from a climate catastrophe, we sho-
uld abandon fossil fuels as soon as 
possible, make a transition to a low-
-energy and low-carbon economy, 
and use the money that today is be-
ing spent on the extraction of hydro-
carbons on research and develop-
ment of low-energy buildings and 
renewable energy

It seems that people in Poland are 
starting to understand this, too.  
The survey shows that 70% of Po-
les support renewable energy, and 
only less than 20% see a future for 
fossil fuels. That is why we need a 
real round-table energy debate that 
would bring together the autho-
rities, experts, trade unions, local 
governments as well as social and 
environmental organizations. What 
we need is an open and honest pu-
blic debate about energy, including 
the extraction of shale gas and other 
unconventional hydrocarbons. Per-
haps such a debate would lead to 
a ban of hydraulic fracturing, like it 
did in the State of New York. 

We should all sign the petition calling 
for a moratorium on the exploration 
and extraction of shale gas in Poland 
until reliable public consultations 
have taken place:  https://obywatele-
kontroluja.pl/przylacz-sie/podpisz-pe-
tycje/.

Ewa Sufin-Jacquemart is director 
of the Green Zone Foundation 
(Fundacja Strefa Zieleni) and the 
Green Party activist, involved in 
issues of ecology, energy and cli-
mate. She leads the Green Centre 
for Women’s Congress.

Photoreport: Barbara Siegieńczuk 

Soon, more trees will be cut down along the road, a new clearing will be made, the road, 
the pipeline and the water supply will advance a few kilometres further, new pads of dril-
ling wells and installations will be constructed - until the entire gas deposit gets extracted.

Map of shale gas wells in north-eastern Pennsylvania, handmade by Matt Kelso for 
FracTracker Alliance. Orange points: drilled wells, violet points: permits, yellow po-
ints: violations. Photo: FracTracker Alliance.

For the purposes of hydraulic fracturing, water reservoirs have been created in 
the felled forest - one in the form of a lake, the other in the form of a gigantic me-
tal container.

This is not a ski slope but a clearing made for the pipeline. At the top of the hill 
you can see the drilling well, and at the bottom – the roof of a house.
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On fracking lobby, democra-
cy and connections between 
shale gas developments and 
climate change -  Gasland’s 
director Josh Fox in  conver-
sation  with Alternet.
Cliff Weathers: Do you ever feel 
like they’re putting a target on 
your back?

Josh Fox: For the last four or five 
years, it’s not just me but every-
one in the films — the science 
experts, those dedicated to get 
the word out on fracking — who 
have suffered unbelievable amo-
unt of attacks, both of the most 
nefarious and deceptive kinds as 
well as just the normal criticisms 
as you might have with any kind 
of new information. But what’s 
most disturbing is the persistent 
smear and misinformation ma-
chine that’s constantly coming 
after people in the films and my-
self, and everything that has to 
do with this issue. It’s become 
damaging to our civic dialogue 
in the United States.

Today, we just assume that there 
are going to be corporations that 
attack information and lie to pro-
tect their interests, and they’ll do 
it in the most devious and blatant 
fashion. It’s become part of Ame-
rican life. The so called debate on 
issues has one side that is just ly-
ing. That’s not a debate; decep-
tion is not a point of view.

When I started working on the 
film, it was already a very con-
tentious and controversial issue 
in my area. So, in the Upper De-
laware River Basin, there were 
a lot of people who wanted to 
lease their land to make money 
off of this. And it was surprising 
how quickly that broke down 
along certain cultural lines, and 
it exacerbated political tensions 
that were there for a long time. 
So, I became the face of people 
who were trying to preserve the 
beauty and integrity of the envi-
ronment and the health of the 
community. And there were a 
lot of people who wanted their 
money and who were willing to 
put their neighbors in jeopardy 
and put all of us in harm’s way, 
and really destroy what is one of 
the most astoundingly beautiful 
areas of the world (the Delawa-
re River Basin), which is also the 
watershed area for New York 
City, Philadelphia and Southern 
New Jersey.

So from the very beginning I 
knew it was going to be hot in 
the kitchen. But I could never 
anticipate the deviousness, the 
bald-faced lying and character 
attacks. Every every single type 
of bizarre attack was waged aga-
inst both of my films, against me 
personally, and against the pe-
ople in the films. It’s a constant 
presence in life.

There are people who will go to 
restaurants to tape things and 
do things with hidden cameras. 
I find that really shocking. I ca-
n’t see how you could ever cam-
paign for a point of view when 
your principle mode of opera-
tion is deception. This is all de-
signed to create confusion and 
doubt with the mainstream au-
dience. It creates a cloud of do-
ubt around the real reporting, 
so that people don’t really know 

what to believe or who to trust. 
Our work is profoundly resear-
ched and verified by as many 
sources as you can possibly ima-
gine. Every line in those movies 
has been vetted not only by our 
staff, which is very fastidious 
about accuracy in our reporting, 
but also by HBO who wouldn’t 
put it on if it had a line that was 
untrue.

CW: One of the people in Ga-
sland, Part II was a man who 
left the Republican Party over 
his disgust with hydrofracking. 
To the casual observer, this is 
a partisan issue, but that’s not 
the case with the people you’ve 
met. How do you think frac-
king changes people who are 
directly affected by it?

JF: It’s created an enormous 
amount of conversation betwe-
en people who wouldn’t ordina-
rily speak to each other because 
of that partisan divide. It’s not a 
partisan issue. I tour constantly 
with the films to talk to environ-
mental organizations. And when 
the fossil-fuel industry comes to 
these towns and then it’s „we-
’re going to destroy everything 
you have,” that is the equalizer. 
People come together pretty qu-
ick, and there are conversations 
between people who are social 
conservatives and people who 
are progressive Democrats. 

And then you realize that the-
se are not American companies, 
but multinationals that have no 
country, and no allegiance. And 
they will destroy a place whe-
ther it’s Pennsylvania, Texas, or 
New York, or even in Nigeria, 
or Ecuador, or Peru. You realize 
that there’s always been a group 
of people who are „expendable” 
in the face of business. Whether 
they were massacred by the Na-
tional Guard striking at coal mi-
nes in Colorado a hundred years 
ago or today in the Niger Delta, 
or in West Virginia where mo-
untains are being exploded. And 
right now, in the target zone are 
people who live in the Marcellus 
Shale, the Barnett Shale, or the 
Haynesville Shale. The fossil-fu-
el industry has always conside-
red these people to just be in the-
ir way. They have no rights and 
they have no way of appealing 
through the normal democratic 
channels. 

So, now that area of expen-
dability has expanded and it 
catches all sorts of folks in its 
wake. So, their reaction to be-
ing subjugated by such a huge 
industry is going to be similar, 
I think, whether you’re a libe-
ral Democrat or a conservative 
or Tea Party person. The divide 
that often happens between pe-
ople is one of money. Some pe-
ople really want the money and 
some people don’t.

A favorite thing I like to bring 
up is this recent Princeton Uni-
versity study. They asked „What 
form of rule does America re-
ally have?” They did all the re-
search through their political 
science department on all these 
popular issues and they polled 
and they figured it out, and they 
came back with the answer.... 
Oh, America doesn’t have a de-
mocracy actually, America has 

an oligarchy; ruled by the rich 
and powerful.

When we’re talking about wha-
t’s happening in America today, 
I’m watching an incredible mo-
vement against fracking. I’m 
watching people being extra-
ordinarily attentive to histo-
ry. They’re saying that we need 
to do all these things; to create 
films, events, and protests. We 
need to birddog our legislators. 
Recently, 300 people decided to 
greet President Obama at Co-
operstown with anti-fracking si-
gns. On the same day, a couple 
hundred people decided to gre-
et Governor [Andrew] Cuomo 
in Long Island with anti-frac-
king signs. This is going on per-
petually. I’m watching this and 
it’s beautiful. It almost makes 
me feel like democracy is an ir-
repressible force. It’s bounding 
back at the grassroots and local 
levels and it’s very exciting.

CW: I was watching the origi-
nal Gasland recently, and then I 
watched Gasland, Part II. And I 
noticed that the message of Ga-
sland is so dated by comparison. 
There have been so many deve-
lopments since.When Gasland 
was released, this was a subject 
people didn’t know about and 
the message was really simple 
and straightforward. The se-
cond movie took it to another 
level of sophistication.

JF: I feel that way, too. I did-
n’t know about fracking when 
I made the first Gasland, it really 
was about my journey of disco-
very. And I think everyone who 
watched that film went through 
that same process. I think tha-
t’s why it was so successful be-
cause it told that story. But now 
everyone knows about fracking. 
And the question of the second 
film is that now that everyone 
knows about it and there’s a 
movement out there, we want 
to know what’s the government 
going to do about it. So the se-
cond film is an inquiry into why 
should the government get frac-
ked. When I go to Washington, 
DC, I like to point out that it is 
the largest fracking site in the 
United States. The government 
is being destroyed with an in-
jection of high-pressure money, 
and that’s completely fracturing 
our democracy.

CW: So, what’s the next film 
about?

JF: I’m making another film, this 
one about climate.   In fact, this is 
not a question only of emissions, 
pollutants and toxins, this is a 
question of value structures and 
we are not fighting just industrial 
corporations, we are talking abo-
ut how we protect our civiliza-
tion. How do we do that? Well, 
we do that by coming together 
and having common values.

It’s both a private property and 
individual rights question as it 
is a communal, public property 
and greater human rights qu-
estion. It really shows the depth 
of this idea of the social contract.

CW: You’ve become the vo-
ice of the anti-fracking move-
ment. Is this movie also a way 
for you to broaden your appe-
al or horizons?

JF: I think it’s a natural progres-
sion. We’re talking about fossil 
fuels. Before I did any of this, 
I made plays and movies, and 
I’ll continue to make plays and 
movies, narrative as well as do-
cumentary. So, this movie is an 
important next chapter in this 
environmental work. But I’m 
also working on a screenplay ri-
ght now that has to do with the 
Iraq war; it’s in its final stages.

I find these thoughts so inter-
connected between fracking 
and climate that they almost 
don’t seem like separate issu-
es to me. I just think fracking is 
the way that people understand 
this in a very immediate sense. 
15 million Americans live wi-
thin a mile of a fracking well, 

and that’s just the beginning of 
what they want to do. So, it is 
the manifestation of this extre-
me drilling campaign across the 
world, which will push us over 
the edge into a completely inho-
spitable planet. So, to me, they-
’re fundamentally connected.

Cliff Weathers is a senior editor 
at AlterNet, covering environ-
mental and consumer issues. 
He is a former deputy editor at 
Consumer Reports. His work 
has also appeared in Salon, 
Car and Driver, Playboy, and 
Detroit Monthly among other 
publications.

This text in an abridged version of 
the interview published in the Al-
ternet (www.alternet.org)

Fracking, lobbying and democracy

In the photo above, Josh Fox was a special guest at the conference in the Eu-
ropean Parliament organized by José Bové, the MEP from the Greens/EFA 
Group, on the environmental and social consequences of shale gas production 
(Photo: Flickr by greensefa).
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chevron Leaves Poland 
a Pity it Took So Long
A comment of the members  
of the local community in Żurawlów 
For nearly three years the inhabitants of Żurawlów 
and the nearby villages in Grabowiec commune 
have actively participated in conferences and gathe-
red knowledge on shale gas – both in Poland and 
on the global scale. They made the dark practices of 
Chevron visible to the public. They also hoped that 
the company would respect the will of the commu-
nity, drop its plans for exploiting shale gas on their 
land and leave Poland.

They knew that prolonging the conflict with them 
would make the corporation look bad in the eyes 
of public opinion. Protest (unprecedented in scale) 
was accompanied by legal actions of local inhabi-
tants that also influenced the decision of Chevron to 
leave our country. It is a pity it took so long for them 
to”” make such a decision.

The events in Żurawlów are important not only for 
the local community, but are also of truly global 
importance. Corporations and governments now 
see that the right for self-determination needs to be 
upheld, and that the repressive actions are unsuc-
cessful.

We hope that the arguments of people fighting for 
their future were heard by those responsible for the 
protection of water resources, precious farmlands 
and areas of ecological importance, and that the ar-
guments will be put under consideration in any fu-
ture decisions regarding mining or fracking.

The official reason for the departure of Chevron 
from Poland is that its investments in the country 
do not seem to be profitable.

The people fighting for Żurawlów and its future 
have been talking about such a risk since the very 
beginning of the protests. They have not been heard 
– instead they were told they were not experts and 
that they just “took their concerns and fears from 
the Internet”.

Żurawlów is a small village in the Lubelskie Vo-
ivodship where the American corporation Chevron 
wanted to search for shale gas using the controver-
sial method of fracking. After 400 days of persistent, 
active protests by local inhabitants and eight legal 
actions of the company against the farmers, Che-
vron left the village in July 2014.

Selection of 70 photos of Andrzej Bąk, illustrating 
the actions of the community of Żurawlów in de-
fense of the right to their land, forms the exhibition 
”Occupy Chevron - 400 days in Żurawlow”, laun-
ched in December 2014 in Berlin. Pictures of size 70 
x 50 cm are framed in aluminum frames. The exhi-
bition may have subtitles in any language (Polish, 
English and French subtitles exist already) and can 
be easily transported in three wooden boxes. It is 
available free of charge.                       (fot. Andrzej Bąk).

Interview of Zielone Wiadomości 
with Lech Kowalski
Zielone Wiadomosci: Chevron has an-
nounced that the company is not go-
ing to continue shale gas operations in 
Poland “as the opportunities here no 
longer compete favorably with other 
opportunities in Chevron’s global 
portfolio”. How did you find this an-
nouncement?

Lech Kowalski: I was surprised Che-
vron did not leave sooner. Several 
years ago, there were severe doubts 
about the quality and access to sha-
le gas deposits in Poland and I had a 
conversation with a German engine-
er at the ExxonMobil drilling site not 
far from Zurawlow. He predicted the 
shale gas situation in Poland was not 
as rosy as originally predicted by the 
Americans. I was pleased Chevron left. 

It’s as if an occupying army has pulled 
out its forces and retreated. 

ZW: You have spent long time suppor-
ting the protest against Chevron in Żu-
rawlów with your camera. Today, in 
retrospect, how do you assess the ef-
fects of your actions on the community 
of Żurawlów , including the films that 
you have made ? 

LK: Zurawlow is in the area where I 
started making a film about problems 
small farmers deal with in the face of 
the multinational corporate agri-bu-
siness. This is where the farmers and 
I discovered a new enemy: the frack 
industry. At first no one had an idea 
what fracking was about. My first en-
counters with Chevron and the enti-
ties preparing for future frack testing 
was complete aggression. It was evi-
dent that something bad was starting 
to take place. I became deeply involved 
with this issue in Rogow where Che-
vron wanted to build a test well. We 
rented a bus for a group of farmers to 
go to Warsaw and meet with José Bové  
who I knew in France. This led to the 
farmers writing a petition that he pre-
sented to Tusk. Miraculously Chevron 
backed off but then went to Zu of the 
rawlow. I clearly saw that the powers 
involved with fracking were extreme-
ly uncomfortable with having came-
ras around. Many times I filmed not 
because I needed the material but be-
cause I wanted to help fight Chevron, 
the media and the politicians who were 
blind to the dangers they all presented 
to the farmers and to the land itself. I 
made three films in the area because 
I consider the fight in Rogow and Zu-
rawlow as part of a much bigger and 
very long fight to come for the pre-
servation of the planet. Films helped 
get the news out about what was go-
ing on in Poland. Having one film play 
on Arte was a big victory and I know 
that Chevron was very aware about the 
films. They continue to be shown aro-
und the world.

ZW: “Drill Baby Drill” compares two 
situations: in Zurawlów and in Penn-
sylvania. Do you think those two re-
gions are comparable and have any-
thing in common? 

The two places are not physically si-
milar. Farming is common to both, but 
Zurawlow is exclusively devoted to 
farming.  The better question is how 
are the two places different? Pennsy-
lvania is a place where drilling for oil 
has been going on since 1860. It is the 
first oil boom area in the United States. 
People are used to having their land le-
ased for oil exploitation.  When the “le-
ase men” signed deals for fracking, pe-
ople considered it same as leasing for 
oil exploitation. Now, there are over 
15,000 wells and many areas are expe-
riencing a huge variety of problems. 
Zurawlow has never been zoned as an 
“industrial zone” or mining area. Pen-
nsylvania is also a big coal mining area 
and an important state for steel. Bethle-
hem Steel was the second biggest steel 
manufacturing company in the United 
States.  Many people in Pennsylvania 
are happy to have fracking in the sta-
te, ignorant of the problems associated 
with fracking. 

Lech Kowalski, director of Polish ori-
gin living in the United States, is a cult 
figure of underground cinema. Known 
for his controversial documentary, he 
was described by some journalist as 
„a warrior fighting with his camera to 
redefine the art of the documentary”.   
He made three films about citizens’ 
struggles against shale gas: Holy Field 
Holy War, Drill Baby Drill and Frack 
Democracy. Holy Field Holy War won 
three international awards of the festi-
val FID Marseille.

The film „Drill Baby Drill” exists in six 
languages and can be screened here: http://
www.lechkowalski.com/en/shop/vod

Photo: Andrzej Bąk

Drill Baby Drill 
or  
chevron go Home?
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Dr Stefan Cramer 

The year 2014 has been a promising 
year for the struggle against frac-
king. More groups than ever woke 
up to the threats of fracking, culmi-
nating close to Christmas 2014 with 
the decision of New York State to 
uphold an indefinite ban on shale 
gas developments. More states and 
municipalities in the US are follo-
wing. The Netherlands too upheld 
its ban, together with France and 
Germany. Mexico, Poland and Chi-
na are continuously down-scaling 
their production plans and resour-
ce estimates. It looks as if the zenith 
of fracking has been reached alre-
ady, despite new production re-
cords in the USA. Slowing demand 
and over-production have brought 
the oil price down, forcing more 
and more producers to close down 
marginal deposits. 

In this global down-spiralling of 
shale gas interest, the year 2014 has 
seen little action on the ground in 
South Africa’s Karoo Basin. Com-
panies have had a few discussions 
with government behind closed do-
ors, asking for a re-write of the mi-
ning law. The current mining law  
was actually toughened. It stipulates 
a local ownership with a 25 % free-
-carry by government of all future 
investments.  Even more options of 
creeping nationalisation were intro-
duced prior to the national elections 
on May 7, 2014. With the new ANC 
government firmly in power, the 
new Minister of Mineral Resources 
Ngoako Ramatlhodi asked the Pre-
sident not to sign the bill into law. 
Similarly, the Technical Guidelines  
have not been established. In No-
vember 2014 the government anno-
unced its intention to finally process 
the existing license application for 
three companies, while placing ano-
ther moratorium on new applica-
tions. Companies are now required 
to redo their Environmental Mana-
gement Plans, but have failed so far 
to call for the prescribed public con-
sultations.

This course of events has given So-
uth African civil society some bre-
athing time to start educating local 
farm workers and farm dwellers on 
the science and technology of frac-
king. This silent majority of the ru-
ral population  will be decisive in 
the political battles that are bound 
to happen once exploration starts in 
earnest. South Africa divides land 
ownership between surface and 
subsurface rights. Under the consti-
tution, all mineral rights are owned 
by the government. Thus, landow-
ners have little incentive to consent 
to gas production from their land. 
They are left with damages to the-
ir land and will receive only little 
compensation for their production 
losses. 

Land ownership is hugely skewed 
in the Karoo.  A few hundred far-
mers own large farms, some of 
them up to 50.000 hectares and 
larger. Together they control an 
area the size of the Germany.  In 
the past commercial farmers had 
up to half a million farm workers. 
This work force was made redun-
dant in the last 50 years by chan-
ges in farming practices. Today the 
Karoo produces nearly exclusive-
ly meat and wool. Small farmers 
are left out completely. They have 
no access to land and – often even 
more important – to water. Howe-
ver, this is slowly changing aga-
in. Many black-led municipalities 
have leased land to the black and 
coloured majority of the popula-
tion of the Karoo. A good exam-
ple is the community of so-called 
emerging farmers in Murraysburg, 
a sleepy little farming town in the 
Sneeuberg Mountains. With no 
land ownership they cannot get ac-
cess to agricultural credits. With no 
money, they find it hard to invest 
into irrigation, fencing or livestock. 
In addition, they have been given 
the much poorer soils of the town, 
as all good agricultural land is al-
ready in the hands of a few white 
farming families. Thus, they are re-
duced to the raising small numbers 
of sheep and pigs and a little bac-
kyard gardening. Still, they refuse 
to give up their dream of once be-
coming proper farmers with their 
own rights. They lobby hard for a 
land reform that will give them ac-
cess to some of the better lands. Yet, 
the government of South Africa is 
stalling this process in corruption, 
incompetence and lack of capacity. 
But one thing is clear to the emer-
ging farmers: There is no point in 

fighting for land reform when the 
lands they might once get hold of, 
would be destroyed by fracking, 
when their future groundwater 
resources would be contaminated 
from horizontal drilling and injec-
tion of toxic fluids, when the land 
would be carved and parcelled by 
the infrastructure that comes with 
fracking. Thus they are vigilant and 
vocal. As the silent majority in the 
country and as the main voters for 
the ruling African National Con-
gress (ANC), they matter and they 
will be heard.

In Peet van Heerden, the emerging 
farmers have an unlikely ally. His 
family has farmed the slopes of 
the Sneeuberg Mountains for five 
generations and have amassed a 
huge farm of prime agricultural 
lands. But what counts even more, 
his family has access to the impor-
tant water sources in the moun-
tains. Some 25 kilometres of con-
crete-lined canals criss-cross his 
property and bring abundance of 
life to this dry part of the country. 
However today most of this water 
runs off unutilised, as he is solely 
concentrating on livestock and ne-
glects crop production. The garden 
and vegetable fields that once sur-
rounded his massive farm house 
lie dormant. After the end of the 
Apartheid era, new legislation that 
gave farm workers a minimum of 
protection of tenure on the farm 
they too had often lived for gene-
rations. But Peet and many other 
white farmers were quick to mini-
mise the number of workers living 
on the farm to the bare minimum. 
They prefer to bring occasional la-
bour from the nearby townships 
only when t is needed. 

But he is also known as fiercely 
opposed to the idea of fracking. 
Like many of his colleagues he 
first thought it might be a good 
idea, bringing necessary econo-
mic development to this forgotten 
place in the middle of nowhere. 
But then his farmer’s organization 
AGRI-SA sent two representati-
ves to the US to witness fracking 
with their own eyes. Their report 
back changed the attitude. White 
commercial farmers realized what 
they would stand to lose. Not 
owning the mineral rights under 
their land they would only get the 
damage to their lands compensa-
ted, but would not be production 
partners or receive royalties as in 
the USA. During their negotia-
tions with government they star-
ted to realize that fracking wo-
uld be pushed through no matter 
what damages to the lands. Thus, 
they resolved to mount a concer-
ted legal challenge. They provi-
ded unlimited financial backing 
to a small-town lawyer and his 
team to challenge the existing le-
gal framework, with resounding 
success. Since 2008, when the first 
applications for fracking explora-
tion rights were ledged, the au-
thorities have not been able to cre-
ate a regulatory framework that 
would give companies the requ-
ired security to invest and make 
their investments safe from legal 
confrontation. In addition, most 
local farmers’ organizations have 
now widely educated themselves 
about the science and technology 
of fracking. Today, they are the 
most organized and formidable 
opposition force against fracking 
in South Africa.

But people like Peet and his farmer 
friends are white and rich - and a 
minority in South Africa. The ma-
jority of the people of South Africa 
are black and poor – and vote for 
the ANC. Thus, it is easy for the ru-
ling party to point at the white lan-
downers and claim: They want to 
protect their wealth, which they are 
not sharing with the majority in this 
country. They want to protect the-
ir environment, when we are wor-
king hard to uplift the rural masses, 
which have been held in abject po-
verty by the very same landowner-
ship system that keeps these weal-
thy people rich. We need economic 
development.

Most farmers in the Karoo, white 
and black alike, are not convinced. 
They know that this dry region can-
not afford another drain on its me-
agre water resources. The Karoo do-
esn’t have the infrastructure, both 
physically and politically, no benefit 
from a short-lived fossil fuel boom. 
In addition, more jobs in agriculture 
and tourism will even be permanen-
tly lost than would be created by the 
fracking industry. Thus, perhaps for 
the first time in recent history, black 
and white farmers have the same in-
terest, and would share in the strug-
gle to keep this menace at the gate. 

White Karoo farmers now discuss to 
“Lock the Gate” campaign. Research, 
exploration and later production re-
quire extensive access to private land 
which farmers can deny. They can 
physically lock the gate and require 
company representative to incur co-
urt orders, to be enforced by a she-
riff, etc., all lengthy legal steps, which 
cost time and money. The campaign 
has been very successful in Australia. 
Emerging farmers and farmworkers 
currently receive training in how to 
influence their municipalities, when 
the fracking industry comes into 
town. The year 2015 will be decisi-
ve in this battle in South Africa. The 
government has announced that it 
will finally issue exploration licenses 
for five concession areas to three ap-
plications: Royal Dutch Shell, Falcon 
and Bundu Gas and Oil. These com-
panies will find now, five years after 
their first attempts to forge into the 
region, a vastly changed atmosphere. 
They will be confronted with a popu-
lation that has been better educated 
and organised. A number of NGOs 
have forged international links, and 
the farmers’ legal challenges will be 
particularly strong and efficient.

At the same time, alternatives to 
the dreaded fracking are blooming. 
Currently, not a month is passing 
without the inauguration or the an-
nouncement of a new solar or wind 
energy facility in the Karoo. This re-
gion has some of the best sites worl-
dwide for both form of renewable 
energy. Wind and solar create more 
job, interfere less with farming and 
the environment and are simply the 
way to go. The earlier the better.

Dr. Stefan Cramer is a semi-retired 
hydrogeologist from Germany cur-
rently living in the Karoo of South 
Africa to educate local communi-
ties about the science and techno-
logy of fracking for shale gas. He 
has had a distinguished career in 
development work in Africa, Asia 
and Latin America.

Don’t Frack Our Future
Farming and Fracking – An African Farmers’ Perspective

Emerging farmers in Nieu-Bethesda get ready for action after training in fracking geology by the author

Monitoring report
Teresa Adamska 

Both global and local politics (also 
in Poland) have been domina-
ted by the influence of global fuel 
and energy corporations, connec-
ted with the financial and military 

complexes. The result is a focus on 
exploiting the fuel and energy re-
sources and on monopolising the 
market in these sectors. 

The corporate activities in Poland 
are connected with intense lobby-
ing in the both chambers of the 
parliament, breaking the rules of 

democracy by corruption or  by 
conflicts of interests in both local 
and national institutions, and the 
administration.

How does the situation regarding 
shale gas search and exploitation 
looks like in Poland? If you want 
to find out, a report ”Shale Gas  

– a Challenge for Democracy” 
(„Gaz łupkowy – wyzwanie dla 
demokracji”) has just been publi-
shed recently.

It can be accessed by clicking on 
the https://obywatelekontroluja.
pl/raport-gaz-lupkowy-wyzwa-
nie-dla-demokracji/ webpage.

A paper edition can also be orde-
red via e-mail: biuro@inspro.org.pl 
or by the phone: (+48) 42-630 17 49

SHAle GAS – A CHAllenGe for DemoCrACy
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Brian 
Moench

A sudden and extreme spike 
in neonatal mortality in Uta-
h’s rural Uinta Basin is most 
probably related to the toxic 
air pollution related to the 
fossil fuel drilling/fracking 
frenzy in Eastern Utah. And 
the local poobahs want to kill 
the messenger.

Donna Young is a midwife in 
Vernal, Utah, with 20 years 
experience managing home bir-
ths in Idaho and Utah. She lives 
in the Uinta Basin, the heart of 
the fossil fuel drilling/fracking 
frenzy in Eastern Utah. On May 
8, 2013, she had her first still-
birth. At the funeral service a 
few days later, she noted what 
seemed like an extraordinary 
number of infant graves with 
recent dates at the cemetery. 
She decided to investigate.

She didn’t get any help from lo-
cal authorities, but eventually 
information gleaned from obi-
tuaries and mortuaries revealed 
12 cases of neonatal mortality 
(most of them stillborn, or de-
ath shortly after birth), in 2013. 
Looking back to 2010 revealed a 
modest upward trend, but then 
a huge spike in 2013. This is 
sparsely populated rural Utah. 
Vernal is a town of fewer than 
10,000 people. But per capita, 
this is a neonatal mortality six 
times the national average. It is 
actually worse than it appears. 
National infant mortality rates 
have been dropping slowly and 
steadily for almost 50 years, in-
cluding about a 10 to 15 percent 
drop in the last decade. Fur-
thermore, most of Utah is about 
50 percent Mormon, so the rate 
of drinking and smoking is less 
than the national average thro-
ughout the state. The minority 
population in rural Utah, like 
Vernal, is very low, and the per-
centage of Mormons is even hi-
gher, both of which should lo-
wer the infant mortality rates, 
all other things being equal

What is going on in Utah’s Uin-
ta Basin to explain newborn ba-
bies dying? An abrupt surge in 
teenage mothers, drug, alcohol 
use? No evidence of that. Is the-
re a genetic explanation? Genes 
don’t change that quickly. Is 
there a sudden onset of medical 
incompetence by the area’s he-
alth-care providers? No reason 
to think so. That leaves one 
other possibility. Is there some-
thing happening in the environ-
ment? As a matter of fact, yes.

Major cities with pollution pro-
blems have either high ozone, 
like Los Angeles, or high parti-
culate pollution, like Salt Lake 
City, depending on the time of 
year. But the Uinta Basin has 
both simultaneously, making it 
unique and the most polluted 
part of the state. Studies suggest 
that the two may act synergisti-
cally to impair human health. 
Add to that high levels of the 
by-products of every phase of 
the oil and gas fracking extrac-
tion process - diesel emissions 
and hazardous compounds like 

benzene, toluene and naphthe-
ne, and you have a uniquely to-
xic air pollution brew in Vernal.

Inhaling air pollution has the 
same systemic health conse-
quences as cigarette smoking, 
only to a lesser degree - unless 
you’re doing your inhaling in 
Beijing, China, then eliminate 
the „lesser.” The signature phy-
siologic consequence of air pol-
lution, be it from smoke stacks, 
tail pipes, fracking or cigaret-
tes, is an inflammatory respon-
se that reduces blood flow. Di-
seases of virtually every organ 
system can follow. Strokes, he-
art attacks, every type of lung 
disease, cognitive impairment, 
cancer, accelerated aging and 
sudden death, including infant 
mortality, all occur at higher 
rates among people exposed 
to air pollution. In the case of 
a pregnant mother, the placen-
ta is compromised for the same 
reason, and it should be easily 
understood then that pregnan-
cy complications and impaired 
fetal development - think birth 
defects, miscarriages and still-

births - can be the result. Many 
epidemiological studies show 
that to be the case. That incre-
ased infant mortality in the 
Uinta Basin could be the result 
of the increased air pollution is 
suggested by medical research. 
It is not only plausible, but very 
likely.

But there is more to the story, 
much more. If you do a Google 
search for „pollution in Vernal, 
Utah” you will see a picture of 
a man at a street corner holding 
up a sign that says, „Honk if 
you love drilling.” Vernal poli-
ticians certainly do. With jobs, 
increased tax base, new com-
munity recreation centers, bur-
geoning store fronts on Main 
Street, people with money to 
spend - what’s not to like? Well, 
dead babies perhaps. What else 
is not to like? Someone who 
calls attention to the dead ba-
bies - a concerned midwife for 
example. 

Young has been targeted by the 
community’s power brokers as 
whistleblowers often are. She 
received a threatening „legal” 

letter from the local hospital. 
She’s been told by one of the lo-
cal doctors that everyone wants 
to take her down „politically” 
and ruin her career. She has 
also received ominous, thre-
atening phone calls. But others 
are starting to speak out with 
worrisome observations of the-
ir own.

Since Young stepped forward, 
a mother in Vernal contacted us 
about a rare birth defect her six-
-month old has that threatens 
her baby’s ability to breathe. 
Two houses away, her neigh-
bor’s three-month old baby has 
the same birth defect. Checking 
with the local pediatrics clinic 
has revealed 30 patients with 
the same rare birth defect. It 
amounts to a prevalence rate of 
at least seven times the normal 
rate of one in 2,100 live births.

This drama is also a larger me-
taphor with global implica-
tions. Eastern Utah could be 
considered ground zero for the 
battle to keep the world’s fos-
sil fuels in the ground. In addi-
tion to the fracking frenzy for 

oil and gas in the area, Utah is 
also „blessed/cursed” with the 
largest unconventional fossil 
fuel reservoir in the United Sta-
tes and perhaps the world - oil 
shale and tar sands deposits are 
25 times larger than those in Al-
berta, Canada. Using geology-
-based assessment methodolo-
gy, the US Geological Survey 
estimated a total of 4.285 trillion 
barrels of oil in the oil shale of 
the three principal basins of the 
Eocene Green River Formation, 
near Vernal, Utah.

If those deposits are extracted 
and burned (and the process 
would be much more carbon 
intensive than conventional 
oil and gas drilling), Utah wo-
uld become home to the largest 
known carbon „bomb” on the 
planet. More „game over” for 
the planet than the Keystone 
pipeline.

The international medical com-
munity has called the climate 
crisis, „the biggest global health 
threat of the 21st century and . 
. . could put the lives and well-
-being of billions of people at 
increased risk.” Throughout the 
world the most vulnerable will 
be infants and children.

Apparently that is just fine with 
Utah’s governor and the majo-
rity of our legislature. It is cer-
tainly not only fine with, but 
enthusiastically promoted by, 
Uinta County commissioners 
and local politicians. It is also 
fraught with irony because nu-
merous projections on global 
warming predict that Utah will 
become North America’s gre-
atest warming „victim” outsi-
de the Arctic. Projections from 
2008 suggested that temperatu-
res may rise by 9 degrees F in 
Utah by 2100. Global warming 
calculations have only become 
more alarming since.

A rise of this magnitude will de-
cimate the ecosystems that are 
necessary to support human life 
- it means dramatically more 
drought, shrinking snow pack 
and water resources, more wild-
fires and dead forests, unsusta-
inable agriculture, and apoca-
lyptic dust storms - a complete 
collapse of the human carrying 
capacity of the Western United 
States. And it means more dead 
babies, a lot more.

Brian Moench, president of 
the Utah Physicians for a He-
althy Environment, is a mem-
ber of the radiation and health 
committee, Physicians for So-
cial Responsibility (PSR) and a 
member of the Union of Con-
cerned Scientists (UCS). The 
opinions expressed are his 
own and not an official posi-
tion of UCS or PSR.

Copyright, Truthout. May not be 
reprinted without permission.

Dead -Babies 
and Utah’s carbon Bomb 

Photo: Facebook.com/Brian Moech
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The Heinrich Böll Foundation has developed a special website focused 
on the ideas and strategies of the German energy transition. 

The  multilingual portal highlights the effects of the Energiewende on the 
German economy, environment and society.

Available on energytransition.de/2013/03/pl/ are:

Comprehensive e-book and key findings,
Glossary,
FAQ, 
Infographics,
Analyses concerning international perspective on renewables.

Feel invited to comment on:

Blog on http://energytransition.de/blog,
Facebook (Energy Transition),
Twitter (@EnergiewendeGER).

U n d e r  t h e  a u s p i c e s  o f

The Heinrich Böll Foundation is a German Green political foundation that 
works in over 60 countries in the spheres of sustainability, cross-cultural dialogue, 
and education. 

Our patron, the writer and Nobel Prize laureate Heinrich Böll, personified the values 
we stand for: the defence of freedom, civic courage, tolerance, and open debate.

Common European values, gender democracy and energy transition are both 
central tenets and cross-cutting themes for the Warsaw Office. Since 2002 we 
have been supporting the development of civil society in cooperation with NGOs, 
academic institutions, think tanks, and state administration.

Within the Democracy & Human Rights programme we back social changes 
promoting equal rights and opportunities for all groups. We emphasise the effective 
functioning of public institutions, the strengthening of democratic accountability, and 
civic participation.

Our Energy & Climate programme aims to intensify discourse about the 
challenges presented by energy transformation and climate change. We 
place special importance on long-term green modernisation and energy 
concepts that guarantee socio-economic development, a clean and healthy 
environment, security, as well as consumer protection.

The International Policy programme focuses on deepening German-Polish 
cooperation related to the future of the EU, its role in the global arena, and 
transatlantic relations. Through various projects we create a space needed 
for discussion about the development of a common European foreign and 
security policy. 

The activities of The Heinrich Böll Foundation can be followed online on 
Facebook, Twitter, www.pl.boell.org and Issuu, while video and audio 
recordings are available on YouTube and Mixcloud.
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